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CHAPTER I 
I:NTRODUOTION 
Ver'OO.l behavior is·- learned and modified through 
interaction with .a verbt~ cOl'iltnunity. This process takes 
place with or without the awareness of tho~e who participate 
in the verl::al interchange .. The purpose of this research. is 
to study the effect of verbal reward or reinforce~ent on 
verbal bel::!avior, and to explore personal! ty cbal':acteristics 
that are related to the presence or absence of awareness of 
the relation between the verbal reinforcement and the verl:al 
benavior. 
The term nverlal behavior" has undergone many changes 
of meaning in the direction of increased g~nera1ity and 
inclusiveness. Ruesch1 considered verbal behavior as only 
one 0f the many channels of communication. He therefore 
reserved the term verbal for vocal, written, and other S31ttl-
bolic sign language, ahd defined all other means of inter-
personal communication as nonverbal. Skinner2 , who used the 
terra verbal behavior in a very broad sense, subsum.ed all the 
various kinds of oommnnicative behavior under this terra. 
1 ;r. Ruesch & w. Xees. ]fonverbal Connnun1:cation. 
Berkeley; University. of California Press, 1956. 
- -2:B. F •. Skinner. Ve~bal :Seba-vior. New York: Appleton-
Century-crofts, Inc., 1957. 
Irrespective of these different definitions, the verbal 
behavior under investigation in this research is limited to 
vocal verb9.1 expression. 
The understanding of verbal behavior increased 
considerably when the study of its relatively statio elements 
was supplemented by a more dynamic approach. Linguists and 
logicians have studied verbal behavior as a product of ~n, 
which bas an independent existence of its own. Psychologists 
have been interested not in the end product-alone, but also 
in the bebavior as a dynamic process. The study crf language 
was supplemented by the psychology of the speaker and 
listener, and __ the interrelation between thlem. With regard to 
this, Skinner3 states that verbal behavior is possible only 
within a verbal community by which it is affected and which 
it affects in turn. The content, form, and timing, of verbal 
bebavior is largely determined by the reaction it receives 
from the verbal community. 
The conditions under which verbal behavior is learned 
and modified are of interest to psychology-as well as to 
:psychiatry. Psychopathology is not only expressed by 
disturbed verbal behavior, but is, to a certain extent, 
identical with it. In psychotherapy itself, the verbal com-
munication between the patient and the therapist is con-
sidered one of the main media of therapy, and frequently 
-----"----
3Ibid. , p. 226. 
changes in the verbal behavior of the patient precede 
changes in his behavior in other areas. 
The stndy of verbal behavior as an interpersonal 
process is complicated by the fact that a multitude of 
variables act simultaneously to determine the behavior. 
Uhless specific variables are isolated and controlled, the 
analysis and prediction o~ the relat_ionship between these 
variables is impossible. A theoretical framework, which 
specifies these variables and their interrelation, is 
necessary for the empirical study and the ultimate pre-
diction and control of verbal behavior. 
3 
Learning theory lends itself particularly well to the 
analysis of verbal behavior. Within the framework of operant 
conditioning, verbal behavior is conceived o~ as being 
constantly reinforced through the mediation of peoJ;>le. The 
study of verbal conditioning focuses on the effect of 
reinforcement, as an independent variable, on verbal 
behavior, as a depe~dent variable. 
Certain aspects of :PSYchotherapy can also be under-
stood in terms of these two variables.Daanges in the verbal 
behavior o~ the patient can be related to the selective 
reinforcement of these verbalizations by the therapist. 
The therapist tries to induce the :t;>a tient to verbalize 
feelings and thoughts which have become assoeia ted with 
anxiety and aversive conditioning. The attentive and non 
punishing behavior of the therapist acts as a reinforcer 
which eventually extinguishes the aversive conditioned 
response which bad become associated with the beba:vior. The 
kind of reinforcers used most frequently, both in general 
social interaction and in psychotherapy, is the class of 
generalized reinforcers. Skinne.r4 defines these as any 
stimuli which had at one time preceded a 'Variety ot :pritna.r.Y 
reinforcers. To this category belong ~oney, attention, 
approval; etc. Dollard and lUller describe the process of 
verbal change in psychotherapy in relation to generalized 
reinforcers as follows: 
Talking despite anxiety, talking while anxious, i~:~ 
the patientts work. He must be kept at this work if 
therapeutic results are to occttr. Like any other habit, 
talking while anxious must be rewarded strongly so that 
net balance of reward is in favor of talking, else the 
patient will remain silent or will hit upon lines of 
sentences which do not produce anxiety. -The most 
obvious reward for talking is the full; free, and 
exclusive attention of the therapist. Usually·_ the 
patient bas a strong need for such attention.6 
One of the characteristics of reinforcement is that 
its effect can be entirely unconscious and automatic. 
Learning may occur when the person involved is completely 
unaware ot the fact that he is modifying his beba'Vior in 
respon~e to s_tirnu.li controlled by others. Dodl.ard and 
Miller0 claim that the automatic effect of reinforcement 
.
4 Ibid., P• 53 
5;r. Dollard & N. E. ¥iller.· ~onal'ity and l>s;ycho-
thera:py .• _ New York: McGraw-Hill, 1950, p. 245. 
0 Ibid., I>• 288 
5 
helps to explain com~lex processes such as the aqui~ement 
of language, attitudes, and social behavior, a large part o:f' 
which are never consciously learned. 
In the therapy situation the patient is often co~­
pletely unaware that changes in the content and tone ot his 
verbalizations are related to the selective reinforc~ent 
given by the therapist. Bart of the therapeutic effort is 
usually directed toward makibg the patient -aware of his 
pattern of behavior and the sti~uli he is responding to, 
which are often not present in his il:ntt~.ediate life situation, 
but have been so effective as reinforcers in the past that 
he is still res~o·nding to them automatically. 
Although "learning without awa:reness" accounts tor a 
large proportion of human learning, there seem to be indi-
vidual differences between people with regard to the degree 
of awareness which they evidence. Some people seem to be 
more aware of the stimuli they are responding to than others. 
It could well be that degl"ee of awareness. is related to 
personality differences as well as to the type of behavior 
that is being learned. 
The aim of this research is to study the specific 
relationship between a generalized reinforcer connoting 
attention, and changes in verbal behavior tbat bas been 
aversively conditioned. It will also explore personality 
characteristics that are related to degree of awareness of 
the relationship between the reinforcement and the 
conditioned verbal behavior. 
CEAPTER II 
OP.ERANT CONDITIONING OF VERBAL ~EBAVIOR 
- _, 
I. INTRODUCTION 
There bas recently been an increasing -interest, in 
the psychological literature; in the study of variables 
relevant to changes in verbal behavior. The verbal-behavior 
that was studied did not involve a conscious effort to 
learn a specific task, but was a mo:re or less free commu-
nication concerning a particular issue. The studies that 
will be reviewed in this chapter used the method of o];)erant 
conditioning to explore the_ effect of a sp~citic reinforcer 
on specific verbal behavior. The experimental situation was 
usually designed in such a way as to provide the subjects 
with an opportunity to give the desired verbal responses .. 
These responses were then reinforced and the changes in the 
:frequency of the reinforced behavior were analyzed. 
Taffel1 used an experimental design which was 
followed in several other studies; and which: will therefore 
be described at greater length. He studied the effect of 
the reinforcers "good" and a light :flash on the frequency 
of use of the :personal pronouns "I" and "We" in a sentence 
1c. Ta.ffel. Anxiety and conditioning of"v-er'ba.l 
behavior. J". abnorill. soc .. ~zchol., 1955, _g, 496-501. 
construction test. ~ch subject recei~ed consecutively 
eighty cards that contained a past tense verb- printed in 
the center and the pronouns I, We, You, He, She; They, 
printed-underneath. Each card contained a different verb 
and presented the six :pronouns in different ordel:'. The 
instructions to the subjects were to make up sentences 
beginning with one of the pronouns on the card and 
including the verb. The subjects were assigned randomly 
to two experimental groups and one control group. In both 
of the experimental groups the first twemty sentences were 
not reinforced, and the frequency of use of the pronouns 
11 I 11 and "We" in these sentences was considered as the 
operant level of responding. From the twenty first sentence 
on, one experimental group was reinforced with a light 
flash follo'IJ'Iing ·sentences beginning with "I1' or 11 We11 • The 
other experimental group was reinforced with the verbal 
stimulus "goodtt said by the experimenter whenever the 
subjects started a sentence with the pronouns 11 I'' or uwe 11 • 
The control group did not receive explicit reinforcement. 
The results showed that in the experimental group that was 
reinforced with the verbal stimulus "good", the proonouns 
"I" and "We" were used with higher frequency from the 
twenty first trial on; as compared to the frequency with 
which these ~ronouns were used in the control grou~. ~o 
difference was found between the control group and the 
experimental. group whieh was reinforoced with a light flash. 
9 
None of the subjects in the two experimental groups was 
aware of the contingency of the reinforcement on the p:ronottm 
"I" and "We". 
Most of the stndies of verb:l.l conditioning have dealt 
with ver'b:\1 behavior that had either neutral· or ;positive 
cultural connotations. The verbal behavior itself has 
represented different levels of complexity in te~s of 
grammatical for:rn and in ter-ms of the :pera0na.l ineaning of the 
behavior. The reinforcement used moat often bas been of the 
type of generalized reinforcers indicating approval or 
attention. The following studies will be reviewed in terms 
of the basic variables that operate in verbal conditioning. 
II. TEE CONDITIONED VERBAL BEHAVIOR 
The behavior manip~lated and observed in these stu~ 
dies varied from very specific v~rbal responses to broad 
classes of verbal behavior. The applications that can be 
made from these studies depend; to some degree, on the 
generality and c~;plexity of the behavior that was studied. 
Greenspoon2 , Mandler3 , and Sidowski4 , studied the 
changes in frequency of occurence of :plural nouns when 
2 J". Greens;poon. The reinforcing effect of two spoken 
sounds·on the frequency of two responses • .Amer. J". Psychol., 
1955, 68, 409-416. 
- --
3G. Mandler & w. x:. Kaplan. Subjective evaluation and 
reinforcement effect of a verbal stimulus. Science. 1956, 
124, 582-58:3. 
10 
these responses were reinforced. This was a rather specific 
class of verbal responses, as the only basis tor general-
izatien was a .:particular gra1Jllll9.tieal fot'ln. The learned 
behav;or itself had only minimal personal ttleani;ng. or ~his 
category were also the studies by :a. R. Sa.ra.son5 and r. G. 
Sarason6 Who conditioned the use of verbs and "activity" 
verbs. 
·On a higher level of com]>lexity, in terttts of the m.ore 
personal meaning of the vermlization, was the behavior 
studied by Cohen et a17 , Grossberg8 , Hartman9 , a~d ltlein10 • 
4 ~. B. Sidowski. Influence or·awareness of 
reinforcem~nt on verbal conditioning. ~. ~· Psychol., 
1954, 48, 355-560. 
~ ... 
5:a. n. Sara.son. The effect of verbally conditioned 
response olass~s on :post -cc>ndi tioning tasks. Dissel"~tion 
Abstr. '·· 1957, ]:g, 679~ 
6 r. G. Sarason. Inter-relations among individual 
difference variables, behavior in ;psychotherapy;· an:d. v-erl:S.l 
conditioning.~· apno.rttl.. soc. J?s;y:chol., 1958, 5o, 339-344. 
· ·7:s. D. Cohen, H. I. Kalish, ~. R. Thurston, and 
E~ Cohen. EXperimental m.anipula;tion of verbal behavior. 
~. ~· Psy:chol. ~ 1954,. 47, 106-110. 
8 ~. M. Grossberg. The effect of reinforcement 
schedule and res;p0nse o·la;ss "On verbal conditioning. 
Dissertation Abstr., 1956, 16, 2212. 
- . . . . - ., .. ' 
9c. H. Hartman. Verbal behavior of schizo.Ph.renie and 
normal subjects as a function 0f t.ypes··of s·o·cial reinforce-
ment. Dissertation Abstr., 1955, 15, 1652-1655. 
·---__.~ -. 
10s. Klein.·· Conditioning extinction et operant ver'bal 
behavior in neuropsychiatric hos_pital patients. Diasertatiola 
abstr., 1954, 14, 2127-2128. 
-
They all conditioned the use of the :personal pronouns "I" 
and "WE" in sentence construction tests. Although g:rahil:rl~­
tically simple, this verbal beha~ior had much personal 
meaning in so far as it represented statements of a self 
referential nature. 
Much more complex behavior was studied by Hildum and 
Brown11, Who conditioned attitudes; Salzinger and Pisonil2, 
who conditioned statements of affect; Nuthman13, who 
manipulated the frequency of "self acceptance" statements; 
Verplanck14 , who conditioned opinions; and ~snerl5, who 
conditioned statements referring to "mothe:rt1 in a story-
telling situation. The verbal behavior manipulated in 
these studies had as_a basis of generalization a broad 
class of responses interrelated only by their general 
meaning. The behavior was of a highly personal nature in so 
11n. c. Eildum & R. w. Brown. Verbal reinforc~ent 
and interviewer bias. ~. abnorm. ~· Psychol., 1956, 53, 
108-lll. 
12K. Salzinger & Stephanie Pisoni. Reinforcement of 
affect responses of schizophrenics during the clinical 
interview. l• abnor.m. ~· Psychol., 1958, 57, 84-90. 
l3Anne M. Nuthman. Conditioning of a respons~ class 
on a personality test. ~. abnorm. ~· Psycho!., 1957, 54, 
19-23. 
14w. s. Verplanck. The control of the content of 
conversation; reinforcement of statetn·ent·s of opinion. 
:r. abnorm..· ~· Psychol., 1955, g, 668-676. 
15L. Erasner. A technique of investigating the 
relationships between behavior cues of examiner and ~erbal 
behavior of patient. Paper read at Amer. Psychol. Assoc. 
New York, September, 1957. 
12 
far as affect, o:pini.ons, and self acceptance, constitute an 
±m:portant part of the self percept. 
A related problem is whether it is possible to change 
opinions and attitudes that are already well established, by 
reinforcing others that ha~e an opposite mean~ng or 
connotation. -· 
Ekman16 studied the effect of reinforcement on the 
frequency of occurrence of anti-capital-punishment state-
ments. His sample was limited to people who were selected 
on the basis of their undecided :opinions a bout capital 
punishment. It would have been interesting to see whether 
successful conditioning would have been obser~ed also with 
:people who had pronounced pro-oapi tal;...punisbrnent opinions. 
Binder, McConnellt and Sjoholm17 , studied the effect 
of different reinforcing agents on the conditioning of 
mildly hostile, past tense verbs, which represent, to a 
certain extent, verbal behavior with negative cultural 
connotations. They found that the use of mildly h~stile 
responses increased with reinforcement, and that conditioning 
was greater with a reinforcing agent who was perceived as 
permissive, than with another who was perceived as 
lop. Ekman. A comparison of verbal and nonverbal 
behavior as reinforcing stimuli of opinion responses. · ·. 
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Adel:Phi College, 1958.) 
17A. Binder, D~ M. McConnell & Nancy A. Sjoholm. 
Verbal conditioning as a function of experimenter charac-
teristics. I• abnorrn. soc. J?sychol., 1957, 55, 309-:314. 
authoritative. 
Further investigation of the differential effect of 
the ~ersonal and cultural connotations of the conditioned 
verbal behavior on the :process ·of conditioning, is needed.. 
III. THE EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION 
13 
In the majority of studies, the experimental situ-
ation was defined as a research :project in which the :parti-
cipants were the experimenter and th~ subject. This 
definition has a :particular cultural meaning which tends to 
affect behavior. To be cooperative in scientific research 
and to "do welltt are reinforcing values in Western culture 
and might well aecount for some of the changes in behavior 
that occur. The successful conditioning of nouns, verbs, 
and opinions, could be related not only to a specific 
reinforcer, but also to the reinforcing value of certain 
experiment and test attitudes. 
Only a few studies abandoned the laboratory setting 
for situations common in everyday life. In a study by 
Ver:planek18 statements of opinions were conditioned 
successfully in an ordinary conversation among friends, one 
of whom gave reinforcing stimuli without the knowledge of 
the othe~s. Salzinger and Pisoni19 interviewed sehizophrenW 
18-ve:rplanck, loc. cit. 
19salzinger & Pisoni, ~.cit. 
patients concerning their stay in the hospital. In the 
course of the interview, they reinforced statements of 
14 
affect and observed the increasing frequency with which such 
statements were made. 
Individual differences between reinforcing agents 
seem to be another important variable in the conditioning 
process. In the study by Binder, MOOonnell, and Sjoholm20 , 
a higher degree of conditioning was observed when the 
reinforcing agent was a permissive female experimenter than 
in the ease where the experimenter was an authoritative 
male. Differences like this might account for some of the 
contradictory results reported in studies of verbal 
conditioning, particularly those in whieh eonditioning was 
not successful. 
IV. THE BEINFOROING STIM'OLI 
The most frequently used reinforcing stimuli were of 
the class of generalized reinforcers. The verbal stimulus 
»Rm Mm" was used in a number of studies under the ass~tion 
that it indicated attention and approval. It is interesting 
21 that in the study by Mandler and Kaplan those who 
interpreted "lim lfm!' as disapproval, decreased the frequency 
of the reinforced behavior, whereas those who interpreted it 
20Binder, McConnell, & Sjoholm, J..QQ.. cit. 
2~ndler & Kaplan, loo. cit. 
15 
as approval increased the use of the particular response. 
Several other verbal and non verbal stimuli were used 
as reinforcers, such as "good", a smile, a head nod, and 
combinations of' verbal and non verbal stimuli. 
Mechanical reinforcers were used in some studies, but 
the action of those was more that of signs and cues than 
that of generalized reinforcers. Greenspoon22 and Sidowski23 
used light as a reinforcer and observed behavioral changes 
in the predicted direction. Taff'e124 and Nuthman25 used 
light and did not obtain the predicted c~nges in behavior. 
The reason for these contradictory results might be the fact 
that in the first two studies, ra~her simple verbal 
behavior, such as plural nouns, was reinforced, and an 
impersonal reinforcer, acting as a cue, might have been 
sufficient to effect a change in behavior. In the latter two 
studies, the conditioned verbal behavior was more complex, 
such as 11 I" and ''We., pronouns and statements o-f "self 
acceptance". 1~ese were meaningful verbal communications and 
therefore only a reinforcer that could be related to success 
or failure of the communication was effective. 
The effect of a particular reinforcer is thus closely 
related to the meaningfulness of the conditioned verbal 
behavior. 
22Greenspoon, lac. 
24T ~n 1 1 • a..: I e , .:!.QQ.. .Q..U. 
ci~. 23Sidowski, loc. cit. 
25Nuthman, loa. cit. 
16 
V. PERSONALITY VARIAJ3LE.S RELATED TO CONDITION.ABILITY 
Several studies dealt with the relation of indivi-
dual differences in personality te level of conditioning or 
degree of learning. 
Taffel26 related anxiety to eonditionability. and 
found that :patient·s with high and medium scores on the 
Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale increased the frequency of 
use of the conditioned verbal behavior, while patients with 
low anxiety scores did not. He explained these results by 
assuming that anxious patients had greater need for 
structuring cues in the situation, and were therefore more 
alert to the reinforcement which resulted in higher levels 
of conditioning. 
Sarason27 related high level of anxiety to high 
level of conditioning and high degree of defensiveness to 
poor verbal conditioning. He found that patients rated by 
their therapists as highly compliant, achieved higher 
levels of conditioning than patients who were rated as non 
compliant. 
The study of specific :personality variables, like 
those mentioned. above, is important for a more differen-
tiated understanding of the variables that operate in 
verbal conditioning. 
~7 r. G. Sarason, loa. oit. 
VI. AWAB.ENESS OF THE CONDITIONING PROCESS 
The question of the existence of learning without 
awareness has been a controversial issue in :psychology foi:' 
many years. Ad.ams28 , in a review of the literature on this 
subject, stated that, in spite of the abundant research in 
this field, there was no conclusive evidence as to the 
existence of such learning. 
1'1 
one of the difficulties in reconciling the results 
of differ~nt studies concerning awareness is the fact that 
the same term is used differently by various researchers. 
Definitions of awareness include the correct formulation of 
the purpose of the experiment, as well as a vague hypothesis 
about the reinforcement contingency. The term is also ap-
plied in experimental situations that have little in common. 
It is used in experiments on subliminal perception, where it 
means the recognotion of the subliminal st±mulus, as well as 
in experiments where it means the intellectual recognition 
of a specific learning principle. It seems wise, therefore,to 
study awareness in situations that.have a higher degree of 
specificity. The studies which will be reviewed here are 
similar in that the term awareness was used, in most cases, 
2B:r. Adams.· I.aboratory studies of behavio:t- without 
awareness. Psychol. ~., 195?; 54, 383-405. 
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to denote the verbalization of the relationship between a 
particular reinforcer with interpersonal eonnotations and a 
specific verbal behavior •. 
In most studies an open ended questionnaire was used 
to ascertain awareness. The presence of awareness was 
considered in some of the studies as an invalidating factor, 
and the results of the few aware subjects were therefore 
eliminated from the final analysis of the data. 
Sidowski29 attempted to relate awareness to 
oonditionability and instructed some of his subjects to 
detect and formulate the specific task which the experiment 
presented. He found no difference in oonditionability 
between those who were aware of the task and those who were 
unaware of it. 
N'utl:lman30 , who compared a rather small number of 
aware subjects with subjects who were unaware, did not find 
any difference in emnditionability between them. In most of 
the other studies only a very small number of subjects 
became aware of the reinforcement contingency and no· 
attempts were made to relate the presence or absence of 
awareness to any other variables. 
A clearer understanding of the problem was achieved 
when awareness ceased to be evaluated by an all or none 
29Sidowski, loc. cit. 30 N'utbma.n, .!Q.Q.. cit. 
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criterion. Mandler and Kaplan31 evaluated awareness on a 
cont.inuum and found that there were different degrees of 
awareness. They used an extensive open ended questionnaire 
to ascertain the degree of awareness of the contingency of 
the reinforcement on the production of plural nouns. The 
responses to these questions were scored on an eleven point 
seale with one representing full awareness and eleven 
representing co~lete lack of awareness. The results 
indicated that the average subject had some secondary 
hypothesis as to the existence of some unknown relationship 
between his responses and the experimenter's behavior, but 
none of the subjects was aware of the specific reinforce-
ment contingency. 
There are still many unanswered questions about the 
meaning and the nature of awareness and the variables 
relevant to its presence or absence. It would be important 
to know whether awareness is related to individual diffe-
rences, or perhaps to the motivational aspects associated 
with the conditioned verbal behavior itself. 
VII. SUl\IIMA.RY 
The general empirical evidence indicates that verbal 
behavior can be modified by selective reinforcement. The 
majority of studies of verbal conditioning dealt with 
31JIJfa.ndler & Kaplan, loo. eit. 
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verbal behavior that had either neutral or positive aultural 
connotations. There has been no exploration of the 
generality of the verbal behavior that can be modified by 
reinforcement. 
Different reinforcers were found to be effective in 
changing verbal behavior, but there were indications that 
their effectiveness was determined both by the personality 
of the reinforcing agent and by the nature of the verbal 
behavior that was reinforced. 
Relationships between conditionability and individual 
differences have been demonstrated but further exploration 
of this problem is necessary. 
Awareness of the reinforcement contingency was of 
interest only in so far as its presence or absence was 
ascertained. Finer measurements of degree of awareness were 
developed. Many problems, such as the possible relation of 
awareness to individual differences, or to the na~ure of the 
reinforced behavior, have not been explored. 
VIII. REPORT ON PILOT STU!>Y 
In a pilot study, in which hostile verb responses 
were reinforced, it was found that 39 per cent of the sub-
jects became aware of the reinforcement contingency. It was 
interesting to compare this result with Krasner's32 report 
32L. Krasner. Studies of the conditioning of verbal 
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of only 4 per cent of aware subjects in the twenty four 
studies of verbal conditioning which he reviewed. i~e 
comparison gave rise to the question of a possible relation-
ship between awareness and the connotation of the 
conditioned verbal responses, which in the case of the pilot 
study was strongly negative. 
The high percentage of aware subjects allowed a rough 
comparison of the aware and unaware subjects with regard to 
level of conditioning. The result was in agreemen~ with the 
results of Sidowski33 and Nuthman34 in so far as the 
presence or absence of awareness did not seem to be related 
to level of conditioning. An inspection of the scores of 
the subjects on the California Psychological Inventory test 
gave indication of possible personality differences between 
the aware ana una"Ware subjects. 
The results of the pilot study indicated the 
importance of fur~her study of verbal behavior with 
negative cultural connotations as well as more intensive 
exploration_ of "awareness" and its possible relationship 
to personality variables. 
behavior. Psychol. Bull., 1958, 55, 148-170. 
33Sidowski, loc. cit. 
34Nutbman, loc. cit. 
CHAPTER III 
FORMULATION OF PRO:BLH:MS AND HYPOTHESES 
I. FORMULATION OF PROBLEMS 
Verbal behavior is modified not only by positive rei~ 
forcement but also by punisbmen~. Every community has its 
own specific code of verbal behavior and condemns and puni-
shes behavior that devia~es in terms of content, form, and 
timing, from this code. According to Bkinner1 , punishment 
dees not extinguish behavior, but converts the punished 
behavior, or the circumstances under which it characteris-
tically occurs, into conditioned aversi~e stimuli. Any beha-
vior which reduces such stimulation, such as the avoidance 
of the punished behavior, is automatically reinforced. l.n 
this study the effect of posi~ive reinforcement on verbal 
behavior, which has previously undergone aversive condition-
ing, will be explored. This is particularly relevant to the 
psychotherapy situation in whieh the therapist tries to in-
duce the patient to verbalize material that has previously 
been punished and which ~he patient therefore avoids. 
The interpersonal situation, in which verbal behavior 
is learned, has in itself different reinforcement value for 
1B. F. Skinner. Verbal :Behavior. New York: Appleton-
Century- Crofts, Inc., 195?, p. 166. 
different people, related to their :personal history. For 
some :people, the participation in social interaction and 
the keen :perception and control of its :processes, is 
associated with rewarding and :pleasant experiences. For 
~ - --· . . ~ ·-
others, interpersonal situations represent conditioned 
. . . . . .. - ·~ - . . -·· 
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aversive stimuli and the :participation in social interaction 
. . ·- -
therefore arouses anxiety in them. This anxiety becomes a 
:pervasive personality characteristic, since human living is, 
to a large extent, social living. 
One might expect that, when previously avoided verbal 
behavior subsequen~ly receives positive reinforcement in an 
interpersonal setting, a conflict will result to which 
:people will react differentially. Those for whom aspects of 
the social sitmation represent aversive conditioned stimuli 
and who ba.ve a high level of anxiety, may tend to avoid or 
:partially withdraw from the situation, which.would result in 
decreased social perception or awareness of the reinforce-
ment contingency. Those for whom interpersonal situations 
are associated with rewarding and pleasant experiences and 
who are relatively non anxious, may tend to get more invol-
ved in the social interaction, which would result in 
increased social perception or awareness of the reinforce-
ment. One might expect therefore that awareness will be 
related to individual differences in level of anxiety and 
in attitudes toward interpersonal situations. 
I' 
f . .. 
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The studies by Sidowski2 and Nuthman3 , as well as the 
pilot study mentioned in the previous chapter, indicated 
that awareness 6£ the reinforcement contingency was not 
related to level of conditioning or degree of learning. One 
might expect that when the learning task does not necessi-
tate the discovery and use of a specific learning principle, 
those who are aware of the contingency of the reinforcement 
on a specific response will not achieve a higher degree of 
learning than those who are completely unaware of it. 
It was hypothesized earlier that awareness would be 
related to level of anxiety. Sarason4 and Taffe15 found 
that high level of anxiety was related to high level of 
conditioning. Their theoretical explanation was that highly 
anxious individuals seek more actively for cues in the 
environment than non anxious individuals, and that they are 
therefore more alert to reinforcement, which results in the 
achievement of higher levels of conditioning. In both 
2~. E. Sidowski. Influence of awareness of 
reinforcement on verbal conditioning. J". ,m. Psychol., 
1954, ~' ~55-360. 
-
. 
3Anne M. Nuthman. Conditioning of a response class 
on a personality test. 3. abnorm• ~· Psychol., 1957, 54, 
19-23. 
4I. G. Sarason. Inter-relations among individual 
difference variables, behavior in psychotherapy,. and verbal 
conditioning. ~. abnorm. soc. Psychol., 1958, 56, 339-344. 
5c-. Taffel. Anxiety and the conditioning of verbal 
behavior. J. abnorm. §.2£.• Psychol., 1955, 51, 496-501. 
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studies, the experimental subjects were psychiatric patients 
whose scores, on personality scales measuring anxiety, tend 
to cluster around the high anxiety end of the scale. The 
reverse is true for normal non psychiatric subjects, whose 
scores cluster around the low anxiety end of the scale. It 
~s quite possible that extremely high scores of psychiatric 
patients on an anxiety scale are different not only quanti-
tatively, but also qualitatively, from medium or low scores 
of normal individuals. The relation between high anxiety 
level and high degree of learning, demonstrated by Sarason6 
and Taffel7 , in a patient population is not necessarily the 
same in a normal population. It does not follow therefore 
that in a normal non psychiatric population, awareness will 
be related to degree of learning, although it will be 
related to level of anxiety. 
Farber8 , who considered anxiety as a drive state, 
hypothesized that in complex learning situations, the higher 
the total drive state the greater the total number of 
competeing response;ctendencies that are above treshold. 
Davids and Eriksen9 demonstrated the relationship between 
6r. G. Sarason, loo. cit. 
8r. E. Farber. Anxiety as a drive state. Nebraska 
Symposium Qn Motivation. Lincoln: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1954, pp. 1-45. 
9A. Davids & c. Eriksen. The relation of manifest 
anxiety to association productivity and intellectual 
attainment. J. consult. Psychol., 1955, ~' 219-222. 
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level of anxie~y and the number of competing responses on a 
complex verbal task. Their study showed that level of 
anxiety, as measured by scores on the Taylor Manifest 
Anxiety Scale, was directly related to the number of 
responses on a word association test. Normal non ~syehia-
tric subjects with a high level of anxiety gave more 
responses than subjects with a low level of anxiety. A 
gre~ter number of competing responses would necessarily 
:prolong the total response time, since the choice of only 
one or a l~ited number of responses would be difficult. 
The relationship between anxiety and response time on a 
10 
complex task was studied by Grice , who found that nor.mal 
non psychiatric subjects, with a low level of anxiety, 
were superior in performance on a reaction time task, to 
those who had a high level of anxiety. 
Since response time on a complex task is thus 
inversely related to level of anxiety, and since anxiety 
was assumed to be related to awareness, one might expect 
that awareness would also be related to response time. 
High degree of awareness will be related to short response 
times, and low degree of awareness will be related to long 
response times. 
10G. R~ Grice. Discrimination reaction time as a 
function of anx~ety and intelligence. J. abnor.m. ~· 
Psychol., 1955, 50, 71- '14. · 
II. HY.POTBESES 
The preceding theoretical formulations led to the 
following hypotheses. The first hypothesis deals with the 
effect of posit~ve reinforcement on verbal behavior with 
negative cultural connotations, as representing behavior 
that has been aversely conditioned in the past: 
1. The £requeney of verbal behavior that has 
negative cultural eonnotations increases when 
the behavior receives positive reinforcement. 
Assuming confirmation of the above hypothesis, it 
was hypothesized that degree of awareness of the reinfor-
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cement contingency would be related to certain personality 
and performance variables. The following four hypotheses 
were formulated: 
·2. The degree of awareness of the reinforcement 
contingency is inversely related to level of 
anxietiy. 
3. The degree of awareness of the reinforcement 
contingency is directly related to measures of 
interpersonal skill. 
4. The increase in frequency of verbal behavior that 
has negative cultural connotations is not 
related to awareness of the reinforcement 
contingency. 
5. The degree of awareness of the reinforcement 
contingency is inversely related to length of 
response time. 
CHAPTER IV 
METE:OD AND PROCEDURES 
I. INTRODUCTION 
As was stated in the p~eviotts chapter; this research 
deals with two main problems: the positive reinforcement of 
verbal behavior with negative cultural connotations, and the 
relation of awareness of the reinforcement contingency to 
personality and performance variables. The first hypothesis 
in Chapter III is related to the first probl~m and the re-:, 
maining hypotheses are related to the latter •. TWo different 
procedures- -were used to test these hypotheses. 
To test the first hypothesis; it was decided to re-
inforce verbal responses with an aggressive connotation. as 
representing verbal behavior with negative cultural conno-
tations. An experimental and a control group were given a 
word association test consisting of fifty aggressive and 
fifty neutral words, and were asked to give three response 
words to each stimulus word. From the twenty-first stimulus 
word on, the· experimental group was reinforced with the ver-
bal stimulus "Hrn :Mln" whene'Ver they. gave an aggressive res-
ponse to any of the stimulus words. ~e contr0l group did 
not receive this reinforcement. All the responses were 
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recorded and timed. The experimental and control groups were 
then compared with regard to increase of frequency of aggres-
sive responses. 
~o test the re~ining four hypotheses, the experimen-
tal group was interviewed to ascertain the presence o~ ab-
sence of awareness of the reinforcement contingency. On the 
basis of this interview the experimental group was then di-
vided into two subgroups; the "aware" group consisting ot the 
subjects who expressed awareness of the reinforcement con-
tingency, and the "unaware" grottp consisting of those who 
were unable to verbalize the contingency of. the reinforcement 
on ver"bal :responses connoting aggression. The ex.perim.ental 
group was also given a personalit.1 ·questionnaire consisting 
of 209 true or false questions. Fi~ty of these questions 
were taken from the Taylor ~nifest Anxiety Scale {TMAS), 
and the remaining items represented five scales of the 
california Psychological Inventory (CPI), which measures in-
terpersonal skills-.The aware and unaware g.r-oups were com-
pared with regard to scores ·on this test measuring level of 
anxiety and interpersonal skills. The two groups were also 
compared with regard to level of conditioning, as measured by 
the increase in frequency of aggressive :responses on the word 
&·ssociation test, and with regard to response time, which 
consisted of the time the subjects ~equi~ed to give three 
words in response to each stiinulus word. 
In the remainder ot this chapter, more detai~ed 
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operational definitions of the variables specified in the 
hypotheses will be given, and the experimental procedures 
will be discussed more explicitely. 
II. TI:IE REINFOIWElnEN'T OF VER:BA.L J3EHA. VIOR WITH 
NEGATIVE CULTUBAL CO:N:N'OTA.TIONS 
The Conditioned Verbal R~s;po.nse 
The first hYJ;>othesis involves the intel"action of two 
variables: verbal behavior with negative cultural c~nno­
tations as a dependent val"iable, and reinforo~ent as an 
independent variable. 
The verbal expression of aggression, in a non provo-
cative interpersonal situation, is usually considered as 
unacceptable behavior in Western culture. It was therefore 
decided to use hostile verbal respenses as a dependent 
variable. A :preliminary ex,perim.ent had shown that people re-
frained from giving hostile responses when the experimental 
situation was una tructured. -It therefore seemed necessary to 
structure the experimental situation in a way that would 
assure the emission of at least some hostile responses, so 
that reinforcement could be given. For this purpose, a word 
association test was,;·eoflstruoted which consisted of fifty 
aggressive and fifty neutral words. The subjects were asked 
t.o give three words in response to each stifnttlus word. It 
was felt that the inclusion of fifty aggressive words in the 
word association test would increase the likelihood of at 
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least some aggressive responses on the part of the subjects, 
The dependent variable was operationally defined as the in-
crease in frequency of aggressive responses given to the 
word association test. 
The Word Association Test 
The word association test is a list of one hundred 
words, consisting of fifty aggressive and. fifty n.etrtral. 
words, and is presented ih Appendix A. The wo:t"d.s were taken 
.from_Thorndike and Lorge.l Since fl"equency of OC(;)Ui"renee ot 
words and their grammatical· form are related to the type ot 
responses tba.t they evoke, the,~aggressive and neutral words 
were equated with regard-: to these variables. The frequency 
of occurrence and gra.nn:natical fom of the words are also 
presented in Appendix A. The hundred words were divided in-
to ten groups of ten words- each, thus constituting ten 
trials. Each group contained five aggressive and five neut-
ral words arranged at random order. The sequence of the ten 
groups of words was also randomized for each subject sepa-
rately, in order to eliminate the bias of any one group in 
eliciting more neutral or aggressive words than another 
group. 
The fifty aggressive words in the word association 
test were chosen according to the following three criteriaJ 
2E. L. Thorndike & I. Lorge. The teachers • word book 
of 30, ooo words. Ne~ Yo:rJ:: Bureau of Publications\TeacherS 
College Columbia Uh1vers1ty, 1944. 
1. Words denoting aggressive actions such as kill, 
mutilate, destroy. 
2. Words denoting aggressive feelings like des~ise, 
·. hate, angry. 
3. Words denoting objects or situations that are 
usually associated with acts of aggression 
such as gun, bomb, war. 
These three criteria plus the following two were 
used also to classify the responses of the subjects as agg-
ressive or non aggressive words. 
4. Words denoting direct results of aggression such 
. as ruins. 
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5. Personal pronouns of people or literary figures 
that are usually associated with aggression such 
as Hitler or Frankenstein. 
If the responses of the subjects fell into any of 
these five categories, they were reinforced immediately 
after they were given. 
The word association test was given to three judges, 
all of- them graduate students in psychology. They were 
asked to mark all the words which in their opinion haa agg-
ressive connotations. Tetrachoric correlation coefficients 
were computed to estittate the degree of agreement between 
the author's classification of the words as aggressive or 
neutral, on basis of which the test was constructed, and-
the classification of each of the judges. The classification 
of one of the judges agreed 100 per cent with that of the 
author. The correlation of each of the other two judges' 
cla.ssifica.tion with that of the autho:r was .99. These 
correlations indicate a very high degree of ag~eement as 
to the neutral and aggressive connotation of the words in 
the word association test. 
The dependent variable was, by definition, the in-
crease in number of aggressive respenses, fro~ t~ial to 
trial. The aggressive responses o:f' the subjects to each of 
the_ ten groups o:f' stimulus words was stnnmated. Each subject 
bad in that wa~ ten scores. These ten scores were found to 
be preferable to one overall score because- they demonst~­
ted better the process of change or learning. 
The Reinforcing Stimulus 
Dollard and Miller2 called "attention" a stl."ong .re-
ward which is capable o:f' modifying behavior. The selective 
attention of the listener will induce the speaker to en-
large on topics that g.ain attention and to neglect others 
that fail to do so. 
In this study, attention was used as reinforcement 
and was operationally defined as the verbal atintulus "Ein Mln". 
It was di-fficult to determine a priori what meaning the 
"Bin 15m11 had for the ·subjects, but other studies, mentioned 
in Chapter III, reportedly found that the stimulus "llrn mn•• 
had been effective as a reinforcer. 
2 J'~Dellard~ N. E. Miller. Personali_!l. and Psyohothera:p;y:. 
New York~ McGraw- Rill, 1950, :p.245. 
The reinforced trials started from the third group 
of stimulus words on. Aggressive res~onses to the first 
twenty stimulus words were not reinforced.Reinforcement was 
given to subjects of th~ experimental grou~ whenever they 
gave an aggressive response to either the neutral or agg-
ressive stimulus words. Each aggressive response was :t<ein-
forced separately so tha-t when three aggressive responses 
were given to one stimulus word, three reinforc~ents were 
given. The numbel:' of reinforcements t.hat each subject re-
ceived equals therefo:r-e the number of aggressive responses 
that were given from the third trial on. 
II. TEE RElATION OF AW.ARENESS TO PERSONALITY 
AND PERFO:a:M'ANCE VARIA.BIES 
The last four hypotheses deal with the relationship 
of the degree of awareness of the reinforcement contingency 
to certain personality and performance variables. 
Awareness 
Awareness was operationally defined as the verbali-
zation of the contingency of the reinforcement on verbal 
responses connoting aggression. An open ended questionnaire 
was devised to be used as an aid in an interview, the pur-
pose of which was to ascertain the degree- .of awareness of 
each subject. The question~aire is presented inAp~endi.:x: J3. 
~uestions 1,2,z, and 8, concerned the subjects' 
feelings during and about the experiment. These questions 
I 
attem~ted to explore some aspects of the mental pro~esses 
during the test, such as how and whether decisions about 
giving or withholding responses were made. ~uestions 4,5,6, 
and 7, focused on the subjects' awareness of their responses 
and ef the reinforcement contingency. 
The sixth question :pertains directly to the awareness 
of the reinforcement contingency and is stated as follows: 
" Did you notice anything that I did or said during the 
experiment? If the answer is yes, when did I do this and 
' whY?" on the basis of this question the experimental group 
was divided into the aware and unaware groups. All the sub-
jects who could s:pecify that the experimente:r said. 11Ehi llrm", 
and who gave three or more cor~ect examples of agg~essive 
words that had been followed by the ":am Mm", were-- called 
-. . 
aware. Thus if a subject said: " You said Em Mm when I said 
violent words like hate, kill, murder, and destruction", he 
was called aware. All the subjects who were either complete-
lY unaware of the reinforcement, or were aware of the rein-
forcement but could not give correct examples of the class 
of res~onses being conditioned, were called unaware. 
An:x:iet:z 
Anxiety was o~era tionally defined as scores on the 
~ylor Manifest Anxiety-S~ale (T.MA.S). The fif'ty items of 
the TMAS which differentiate between subjects manifesting 
a ~reponderance of behavior symptomatic of anxiety, and 
those who show relatively little of such behavior, were 
included in their original random order together with 159 
items of the California Psychological Inventory. 
In~erpersonal Skill 
ln~erpersonal skill was operationally defined as 
scores on five scales of the California Psychological 
Inventory (OPI). The scales ~hat were used were : 
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(1) Dominance, (2) Capacity for Status, (3) Sociability, 
(4) Social Presence, (5) Self Acceptance. These scales were 
intende to provide a measure of different aspects of social 
skill. The following are definitions of the five scales as 
quoted from the CPI Manuel3. 
Do (Dominance) - To assess factors of leadership 
ability, dominance, persistence, social 
initiative. 
Cs (Capacity for Status) - Attempts to measure the 
personal qualities and attributes which 
underlie and lead to status. 
Sy (Sociability) - To identify persons of outgoing 
sociable participative temperament. 
Sp (Social Presence) - To assess factors such as 
poise, spontaneity and self confidence in 
personal and social interaction. 
Sa (Self Acceptance) - To assess factors such as 
feelings of personal worth, self acceptance and 
capacity for independent thinking and action. 
3R. G. Gough. Manual for the California Psychological 
Inventory. Palo Alto, California: Consulting Psychologists 
Press, Inc., 195?, p. 12. 
The items of these scales were arranged rando:mely~ 
together with the items of the TMAS, in a questionnaire con-
sisting of 209 questions with instructions. A se~rate 
"true-false" answer sheet was provided for each subject. The 
questionnaire is presented inAppendix c. 
Response Time 
Response time was :measured with a .stop watch and con-
sisted of the total time that elapsed from the moment the 
stimulus word was said to the time when the third i."ea:ponse 
was given, Each subject obtained one o~erall score repre-
senting the total response time to the hundred stimulus 
words. 
III. .CHOICE OF SUBJECTS 
As it is well known that sex,-age, level of education, 
and intelligence~ are related to verbal behavior as well as 
to personality variables, it was decided to select subjects 
who would constitute a homogenous group with regard to these 
variables. 
The subjects were fifty nine female undergraduates 
of the university of California. The age range was from 
seventeen to twenty five ;rears. Most of the subjects w~re in 
their first or second year of College. The range of intelli-
gence was narrowed, since all of the subjects bad to fulfil 
the admission requirements of the Uhiversi ty. The 
participation in the experiment was a course requirement. 
The mean age for the experimental group was 18 and for the 
control group 19. 
IV. EXPERIJII.lENTA.L PROCEDURES 
The subjects were assigned randomely to an e~eri­
mental group consisting of thirty ·nine subj~cts, and a 
control group consisting of twenty subjects. 
All the subjects received the following instructions: 
tt I am going to read you a list of words and I want you tt:> 
say the first three words that come to your mind to each word 
that I say. You can take as much time as you wish. I am 
going to time your responses;·· but this does na>t mean that 
speed is iilrportant in this situation. " 
All the responses of the subjects were recorded and 
tinl.ed. The reinforcement consisted of the verbal stimulus 
11Hm :Mrn" said by the experimenter. In order to establish a 
baseline of responses for each subject, the experimental 
group received reinforcement only from the third group of 
stimulus words on. Every time a subject in the experimental 
group gave an aggressive response, the experimenter said 
"Hm Mm". An effort was made to refrain from any other com-
munication such as smiling or looking at the subject. The 
control gron.p received no reinforcement. 
The experimental group was interviewed directly after 
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the experiment. The eight questions of the Awareness 
~nestionnaire were used as leading questi0ns in the inter-
view. After the interview t the. experimental grot1l) :received 
the combined CPI and TMAS questionnaire, which they answered 
by checking the "true-false" answer sheet. The control group 
was not interviewed and did not answer the questionnaire. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The results of this study are related to the two main 
problems that were dealt with in this research: the condi-
t.ioning of 'Verbal behavior with negative cttl tural connota-
tions, and the relation of awareness of the reinforcement 
contingency to :personality and :performance variables. 
With ~egard to the first problem the experimental 
findings indicated that the frequency of occurrence of 'Ver-
bal behavior with negative cultural connotations increased 
when the behavior was reinforced. 
With regard to awareness, the results showed that 
degree of awareness was related to level of attKiety and to 
measures of interpersonal skill. High degree of awareness 
was associated with low level of anxiety and vice versa. 
A high degree of awareness was also associated with a high 
degree of social presence and self acceptance; and low de-
gree of awareness with low scores on these two traits. The 
findings also showed that degree of awareness was not re-
lated to level of conditioning; but was related to over-
all response level. People who bad a high degree of aware-
ness gave more aggressive responses than people with a low 
degree of awareness. 
The hypothesized relationship between degree of 
awareness and length of ~ee:ponse time was not auppo~ted by 
the experimental results. 
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In the ~emainder of this chapter the results will be 
discussed in more detail in terms of the statistical ana-
lysis of the data and the inferences that were mde. 
II. I.Ji'lARNJliTG 
The hypothesis concerning the conditioning of verbal 
behavior with negative cultural connotations was stated as 
follows: 
Hypothesis 1:: The frequency of verbal behavior that 
has negative cultural connotations increases·when 
the,,beha.vior receives positive reinforcetnent. 
The statistical hypothesis tested was: 
Hypothesis 1': There is no difference between the 
mean of aggressive responses from trial to trial 
of a group whose responses are reinforced and' that 
of a group whose responses are not reinforced. 
This hypothesis was tested against the class of al-
ternatives that are stated in the following hypothesis. 
Rnothesis 1 • •: The mean of aggressiv~ l:'esponses of 
a group whose responses are reinforced increases 
from trial to trial, and that of a group whose res-
ponses are not reinforced does not increase. 
To test this hypothesis, the results of the experi-
mental group, consisting of thirty nine subjects, wel.'e tes-
ted against the results of the contl'ol group, consisting of 
twenty subjects. 
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The mean of aggressive responses of the two g~oups 
on ten trials is presented in Table I and Figure 1. It is 
. 
evident that the twa grotl.]ls differ with respect to in'"', 
crease in aggressive responses from trial to trial. The 
experimental group shows marked increase in aggressive 
responses beginning with the third trial, which was the 
first reinforced trial. In the control group there are 
fluctuations in the frequency of aggressive responses 
which show no consistent tendency. On none of the trials t 
from the third to the tenth; is the frequency of respon-
ses of the control group higher than on the first two 
trials which form the baseline. 
A test for homogeneity of variance of the subjects 
in the same group, around the mean o:f' that group, was 
performed for the two groups, ana estimated with Fiahe:r•s 
F ratio. The value of F is 1.48 which~ with 38 and 19 de-
grees of freedom, is not significant at the .05 level. 
This indicates that the two gl'oups were drawn f:t-om a :po-
pulatior.t5 with · '-common variance. 
a test for homogeneity of variance of the subjects 
in each group over ten trials, around the mean of the sub-
jects in the group over ten trials, was also performed. 
The value of Fishe:r•s F ratio is 1.41 which, with 198 and 
135 degrees of freedom is not significant at the .05 level. 
This indicates that the two groups were drawn f:rom 
TABLE I 
lliiEAN OF AGGRESSIVE RESPONSES PER TRIAL 
OF TBE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 
TRIALS EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
1 6.56 8.05 
2 7.46 8.80 
3 lo.69 8.00 
4 11.76 7.10 
5 12.00 8.55 
6 12.20 6.75 
7 12.33 '7.45 
8 12.84 7.90 
9 12.58 8.10 
10 12.41 7.35 
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populations':wiiith · contmon ·'Variance. 
The frequency distribution of aggressive responses 
seemed to be normal, and an analysis of variance could 
therefore be performed. In the analysis of variance the 
data were dealt with in terms of the interaction between 
grou~s and trials, the difference between trials, and the 
difference between the two grott:ps. This analysis is :presen-
ted in Table !I. 
The analysis of variance showed that the mean Sllttl 
of squares between the two grou~s tested with the va~i­
ation between subjects in the same gr-o~, gave an F ratis 
of 42.679. This value, with 1 and 57 degrees o~ freedom, 
is significant at the .01 level~ 
The interaction sum of squares between the trials 
and groups was tested with the pooled interaction term 
for subjects and trials, which gave an F ratio of 22.415. 
This value, with 9 and 513 degrees of freedom is signifi-
cant at the • 01 level.· 
These two results, and the direction of the ob-
served difference, allow us to reject HyPothesis 1' in 
favour of the alternative which supports the inference 
of Hypothesis 1, which states that the frequency of ver-
bal behavior with negative cultural connotations increa-
ses when the behavior receives :positive reinforcement. 
The significance of the mean sum of squares 
TABLE II 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR TEE NUMBER OF AGGRESSIVE 
RESPONSES OF THE CONTROL ANn EXPERDIIENTAL 
GROUPS ON TEN TRIALS 
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SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN SQUARE LEVEL OF 
VARIATION SQUARES df VARIANCE F SIGNIFICANCE 
:Between groups 1426.414 l 1426.414 42.6'79 .01 
Between subjects 
in same greup 1905.054 57 33.422 
Total between 
subjects 3331.468 58 
Between trials 1022.380 9 113.598 28.350 .01 
InteractiG>n: 
trials x groups 808.355 9 89.817 22.415 .01 
Interaction: 
poeJ.ed subjects 
x trials 2055.465 513 4.007 
Total within 
subjects 3886.200 531 
Total ?217.668 589 
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between the ten trials was tested with the mean sum of 
squares based on the ~ooled interaction s~ of squares 
for subjects and trials •. The lf ratio is 28 •. 350 which, 
with 9 and 513 degrees of-freedom is significant at the 
t01 level. The significant overall difference between the 
trials is due to the large difference between trials in 
the experimental group which overshadows the lack of 
difference between trials in the control group. 
III. AWA.RllThT.ESS 
To test the hypotheses dealing with awarenea~, 
only the data from the experimental group were used. 
Answers to the sixth question of the Awareness ~uestio~­
naire were used as a basis for dividing the group into 
two, the aware group consisting of sixteen subjects a~d 
the unaware group consisting of twenty three subjects. 
The hypothes~s dealing with the relation of aware-
ness to anxiety was stated as follows: 
I!Y:pothes.is 2: The degree of awareness of the rein-
forcement contingency is inversely related to 
level of anxiety. 
The statistical hypothesis tested was~ 
HYpothesis. 2': There is no difference in the level 
of anxiety as measured by scores· on the ~S 
between aware and unaware grou:ps. 
This hypothesis was tested against the class of 
alternatives that are stated in the following hypothesis. 
4B 
Ezpothesis 2'': Unaware grou;ps have higher levels- of 
anxiety than aware groups. 
The data used for testing this hypothesis were the 
scores of the aware and unaware subjects on fifty items of 
the TMAS. The mean of the aware group .was 10.94- and that of 
the unaware groU.P was 18.00. The difference between these 
means is consistent with BY,pothesis 2. 
2. The X test was used to estimate the significance 
of the difference between the two groups areund the grand 
l 
median. The value of ~- is 4.14 which, with 1 degree of 
freedom, is ~ignificant a_t the • 05 level. One can therefore 
reject :Erypotb.esis 2' in favour of the alternative which 
supports the inference of Hypothesis 2 which states that 
the degree of awareness of the reinforcement contingency-is 
inversely related to level of anxiety. The direction of the 
observed difference indicates that a high degree of awa.:re-
ness is associated with a low level of anxiety and vice 
versa. 
The hypothesis dealing with the relation of aware-
ness to measures of interpersonal skill was stated as 
follows: 
nypothesis 3:, The degree of awareness of the rein-
forcement contingency is directly related to 
measures of interpersonal skill. 
The operational hypothesis, whieh was tested sta-
tistically, deals with five aspects o£ interpersonal skill 
whieh were tested separately. The statement of the 
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oper~tional hypothesis is as follows: 
Hyp~t,hesis 3': Aware and unaware grou,ps do not ditfer 
with respect to mean scores on the following £ive 
CPI scales: Social Presence (Sp), Self Acceptance (Sa), capacity for Status (Cs), Sociability (Sy), 
and Dominance (Do) •. 
This hypothesis was tested against the class of al-
ternatives that are stated in the following hypothesis. 
aypothesis 3'': ·Aware grou:ps have highei.' scores on 
the sp, Sa, Cs, Sy, and Do scales than unaware 
gi.'oups. 
The data used for testing this hypothesis were the 
standard scores of the aware and unaware subjects on the 
five CPI scales. Since the standard scores ot the CPI are 
normally distributed, and the scores of the aware and un-
aware subjects fell within the norm for College students, 
it was felt that the scores of the experimental group could 
be treated as normally distributed data. This allowed the 
use of the students t test. 
The·means of the aware and unaware groups on the 
five CPI scales differ in the predicted direction. They at'e 
presented in Table III. The means of the aware group on all 
five scales are higher than the means of the unaware group. 
Se:parat·e tests for hotnogenei ty of variance w-ere per-
formed for the two groups on each of the five CPI scales 
and estimated with Fisher's F ratio. The F values are not 
significant at the .05 level :for any of the five scales, 
hence the groups were drawn from a population with a 
TABLE III 
MEAN STANDARD SCORES ON FIVE CPI SC.AI1ES 
OF THE AWABE AND UNAW.AIIE GROUPS 
CPI SCAIJilS AWABE GROUP UN.A-WABE GROUP 
Dominance 55.44 51;83 
Sociability 54.81 51.00 
Capacity for Status 59.25 53 • .:ZO 
Social Presence 57.06 50.13 
Self Acceptance 60.88 52.17 
'• 
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common variance with regard-- to scores on these scales. 
The significance of the differences between the 
means of the aware and unaware groups on the five CPI 
scales, we~e esti~ted.with five separate t tests. The 
values of t are presented in Table IV. 
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The obtained values of t are significant at the .05 
level for the Sp and Sa scales and are in the predicted 
direction, although not statistically significant; for the 
as, sy, and Do scales. These results, which are consis-
tently in the predicted direction, allow the rejection of 
Hypothesis 3' in favour of the alternative which supports 
the inference of RyPothesis 3, which states that the de-
gree of awareness of the reinforcement contingency is di-
rectly related to measures of interpersonal skill. 
The hYPothesis dealing with the relation of aware-
ness to level of conditioning is stated as follows: 
BY:pothesis 4: The increase in frequency of 'Verbal 
behavior tna~ has negative cultural connotations 
is not related to awareness of the reinforcement 
contingency. 
The statistical hypothesis tested was: 
RyPothesis 4': There is no difference in the in-
crease of the mean of aggressive responses from 
trial to trial between aware and unaware groups. 
This hypothesis was tested against the class of al-
ternatives that are stated in the following by;pothesist 
EYI>o_~hesis 4'': Aware and unaware g:rou:ps diff' er in 
~ ~ncrease of the mean of aggressive responses 
from trial to trial. 
OPI 
TABLE IV 
VALUES OF t FOR TEE AWARE AND UNAWARE 
GROUPS ON Fm CPI SCALES 
SC.ALES 
.1 DEGREES OF LEVEL OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE 
Dominance 1.08 37 .14 
Sociability 1.13 3? .13 
Capae i ty for Status 1.61 37 .06 
Social Presence 2.03 37 .05 
.Self Acceptance 2.81 37 .05 
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T:o test this hypothesis, the aggressive responses of 
the experimental group were used. Each subject bad ten 
scores representing the number of aggressive responses on 
each of the ten trials. 
The means of aggressive responses of the aware and 
unaware groups are presented in Ta.t>le V and Figure 2. It 
is evident that there is an increase in aggressive respon-
ses in both groups, throughout the ten trials. The groups 
do not seem to differ in the degree of increase. one can 
see that the two learning curves are almost parallel to 
each other. There is, hQWever, an overall difference in res-
ponse level between the two groups. The aware gron:p gave· 
more aggressive responses than the unaware group on all the 
trials. 
A test for homogeneity of variance of the subjects 
in the same group around the mean of the group was :per-
for.med and estimated with Fisher's F ratio. The value of ~ 
is 1. 53 which, with 22 and 15 degrees of :fr,eedom, is not 
significant at the .05 level. This indicates that the two 
groups were drawn from a :populationsv:w!ifuh · ~otnmon variance. 
A test for homogeneity of variance of the subjects 
in the group over ten trials around the mean of the sub-
jects in the group over ten trials was also pe:tfornaed. 
Fisher's F ratio em this test is 1.25 which, with :342 and 
171 degrees of freedom is not significant at the .05 level. 
TABLE V 
MEAN OF AGGRESSIVE RESPONSES PER TRIAL 
OF THE AWARE AND UNAW.Alm GROUPS 
TRIALS AWARE GROUP UNAWARE GROUP 
l. 7.50 5.91 
2 8.37 6.83 
3 11.00 10.48 
4 12.50 11.26 
5 12.44 11.70 
6 12.69 11.87 
7 13.25 11.70 
8 13.81 12.22 
9 13.31 12.09 
l.O 12.'75 12.1'7 
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This indicates that the two groups co:rne from a ,populations 
with ' oonnnon variance. 
An analysis of variance was performed in which the 
data were dealt with in terms of the interaction between 
the groups and the trials, the difference between the 
groups, and the difference between the trials. The analysis 
is presented in Table VI. The analysis of vard~nce showed 
that the interaction between trials and groups, which was 
tested with the pooled interaction a~ of squares for sub-
jects and trials~ gave an F ratio of .532. This value, 
with 9 and 333 degrees of freedom, is not significant at 
the .05 level. The :mean sum of squares between the trials 
was tested with the :mean sum of squares for subjects and 
trials. The F ratio is 5?.39 which, with 9 and 333 degrees 
of freedom, is significant at the .01 level. These fin-
dings show that there was a difference between trials but 
not between groups. These two results indicate that 
Hypothesis 4' cannot be rejected and thus su:p:port E)pothesia 
4, which states tb,at the increase in frequency of ve:rOO.l 
be~vior that bas negative cultural connotations is not re-
lated to degree of awareness. 
An additional result was that the :mean sum of 
squares between the two groups, as tested with the sum of 
square~ of the subjects-in the sa:rne grou:p, gave an F ratio 
of 4.68. This value, with 1 and 37 degrees of freedom, is 
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TABLE VI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE NUMBER OF AGGRESSIVE 
RESPONSES OF THE AWARE AND UNAWARE 
GROUPS ON TEN TR!A],S 
SOURCE OF SUM OF MEAN SQUARE IJlJVEL OF 
VARIATION SQUARES dt VARIANCE F SIGNIFICANCE 
" 
.. 
Between groups 122.793 1 122.793 4.679 .05 
Between subjects 
in same group 9?0.966 37 26.242 
Total between 
subjects 1093.?59 38 
Between trials 1757.090 9 195.232 57.38'7 .01 
Inte-raction: 
t-rials x groups 16.280 9 1.809 .532 >.05 
Inte-raction: 
pooled subjects 
x trials 1132.730 333 3.402 
To:ta1 within 
subjects 2906.100 351 
Total 3999.859 389 
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significant at the .05 level and indicates that degree of 
awareness is related to the response level of verbal beha-
vior with negative- cultural connotations.The aware an.d nil-
aware groups do not differ in degree of learning, but they 
differ in overall response level. The aware group gave more 
aggressive r·es:ponses throughout the ten trials than the u.n-
aware grou.,p. 
The hypothesis dealing with the relation of aware-
ness to response time is stated as follows: 
HYpothesis 5: The degree of awareness of the rein-
forcement contingency is inversely related to 
length of response time. 
The s~tistical hypothesis tested was: 
Hypothesis 5 '.: Aware and unaware grou,Ps do not 
· differ with respect to length of response ti~e. 
This byp0thesis was tested against the class of al-
ternatives that are stated in the· following h.Vl>othesis: 
gypothesis 5'': Aware groups have shorter response 
time scores than unaware groups. 
To test this hypothesis the response time scores of 
th bj t f th i t 1 Use. ~. The .y2. e su eo s o e exper men a group were u A 
test was used to estimate the significance of the difference 
between the scores of the aware and unaware groups .aronnd 
the grand median. The value of X2 is • 04 which, with 1 de-
gree of freedom., is not significant at the • 05 level. 
HYPothesis 5' could therefore not be rejected and the infe-
rence of HYpothesis 5, which states that degree of aware-
ness is in~ersely related to length of response ti:tne,could 
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not be ~det since the statistical analysis of the results 
did not support it. 
Degree of Awareness 
The awareness questionnaire was analyzed in terms 
of the degree of awareness of the reinforc~ent contin-
gency and the awareness of thoughts and feelings during 
the experiment. 
Question 6 was used to diffe~entiate between the 
aware and unaware subjects. On the basis of this question 
41 per cent of the subjects were classified as aware. 
on the basis of question 4, 92 per cent of the 
subjects were found to ba~e been aware that they had given 
the conditioned class of responses more often than any 
other kind of responses. This indicates that a certain de-
gree of awareness, at least of their own responses, was 
present in a~ost all the cases. 
None of the other questions dif£erentiated between 
the aware and unaware groups. The most interesting finding 
in this respect is that the unaware subjectst who had 
higher level~ of anxiety as measu~ed by scores. on the T.MAS, 
did not admit more often to feelings of anxiety during the 
experiment than the aware subjectst who had lower scores on 
the test. 
CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION 
TWo main problems were investigated in this study: 
the effect of positive reinforcement on verbal behavior 
with negative cultural connotations, and the relationship 
of awareness of the reinforcement contingency to personality 
and performanee variables. 
Inferences from the results of the study are subject 
to the limitations imposed by the experimental design and 
the sam:ple of subjects that was used • 
. One of the main findings of this study was that ver-
b9.1 behavior with negative cultural connotations can be mo-
dified by conditioning in terms of frequency of occurrence. 
The assumption about verbal behavior with negative cultural 
connota.tions was that, in. the jtrocess of socialization. 
such behavior aqquires aversive conditioned stimuli and 
therefore arouses avoidance responses. The experimental re-
sults showed that; when verbal behavior of this kind re-
ceives positive reinforcement, the frequency of its occur-
rence increases. This finding was of particular interest 
since most of the studies of verbal conditioning have dealt 
with the reinforcement of verbal behavior with :positive or 
neutral connotations only. The question whether positive 
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r~.inforcement would also be effective when the conditioned 
verbal behavior has a strong aversive meaning, bas not beeh 
explored before. 
Although the conditioning was successful in this 
study, it ia still an open question whether verbal behavior 
with negative cultural connotations can be conditioned un-
der different. circumstances. The cooperation~ a scientific 
experiment and the com:pliance with an exl)erimenter who has 
prestige and authority in the situation, have strong rein-
forcing values in our culture and might have contributed 
to any changes in the behavior that took place. It would be 
very important to study the conditioning of aversive verbal 
behavior in a situation where these variables are con -
trolled. 
One of the values in our culture is the maintenance 
of a certain degree of self consistency. An interesting 
problem, and one which this study did not investigate, is 
whether reinforcement could effect changes in a well sys-
tematized and consistent :pattern of verbal behavior. One 
could select people with very definite and well formed 
attitudes or ideas about a certain subject and try to 
change these by reinforcement. 
Another question that was not explored in this stu-
dy is how permanent and long lasting the changes of verbal 
behavior effected by reinforcement are* and how much they 
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are linked to the expe~im~ntal situation alone. 
Should a more general applicability of the effect of 
reinforcement on verbal behavior be demonstrated, the fin-
dings of this study would lend support to one of the assum»-
tions of learning theory about the process of psychotherapy. 
The verbal behavior that was conditioned in this study was 
the verbal axpression of aggression, which is usually 
avoided in our culture in non provocative interpersonal si-
tuations. The freq~ency of agg~essive verbal responses in-
creased as a result of ~einforcem.ent. In the thera);)y situ-
ation an effort is made to help the patient verbalize ma-
terial that has been ave~sively conditioned in the past, 
and which the patient therefore avoids. Learning theory 
assumes that the selective attention of the therapist re~ 
inforces the verbalization of the desired verbal material, 
and therefore increases the frequency of occurrence of 
verbalizations of the same kind. 
The findings of this study with regard to "awareness" 
are of special interest, since in previous studies of verbal 
conditioning, awareness was dealt with only in so far as 
its presence or absence were asce~tained. Only two studies 
have dealt with the relation of awa~eness to level of condi-
tioning. The psychological meaning of awareness and its 
possible relationship to personality characteristics, bas 
not been explored in any of the previous studies. 
Awareness in this study was defined as the verbali-
zation of the contingency of the reinforcement on verbal 
responses connoting aggression. The experimental results 
showed that degree of awareness was inversely related to 
level of anxiety. The :results showed furtherf that degree 
of awareness was positively related to degree of social 
presence and self acceptance. In comparing those who were 
aware to those who were unaware with regard to level bf 
anxiety, social presence, and self acce~tance, one could 
describe those who were unaware as individuals who were 
relatively anxious, insecure, doubtful of their own worth, 
uneasy in social situations, rather passiv~, and lacking 
in social presence. Those who were aware of the reinforce-
ment contingency could be described as individuals who were 
relatively non anxious, self assured, eager to participate 
in social interactions, active, and posessing a high degree 
of social presence. 
The relationship of awareness to the above mentioned 
personality characteristics might be explained as follows. 
For some people the :participation in social interaction is 
associated with rewarding and pleasant experiences. For 
others, interpersonal situations represent conditioned 
aversive stimuli and the :participation in social interaction 
therefore arouses anxie~y in them. This anxiety becomes 
a pervasive personality characteristic since human living is, 
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to a large extent, social living. When :previously avoided 
verbal behavior subsequently receives positive reinforce-
ment in an interpersonal setting, a conflict results to, 
which people react differentially. Those for whom aspects 
of the social situation represent aversive conditioned sti-
muli, might react by avoidance and ;partial withdrawal frolll 
the situation, which would result in decreased social :per-
ception or awareness of the reinforcement contingency. 
Those for whom interpersonal situations are associated 
with rewarding experiences, might tend to get more invol-
ved in the interpersonal situation, which would result in 
increased social :perception or awareness of the reinforce-
ment contingency. Degree of awareness is thus related to 
level of anxiety and to attitudes toward interpersonal 
situations. Awareness itself functions here as one as~ect 
of social or interpersonal perception. 
The experimental findings concerning the relation 
of awareness to :personality variables, such as dominance, 
capacity for status, and sociability, were in the :predicted 
direction but the statistical analysis did not demonstrate 
:population differences. 
It would be worth while to study the relationship 
between awareness and various :personality variables by 
selecting subjects on the basis of :personality cba:I"acteris-
tics and investigating whether these variables are related 
to degree of awareness. This procedure would be a more di-
rect approach to the probl-em reversing the prooedli:tre that 
was used in this study, in which the presence or absence 
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of awareness was used as a criterion for assigning subjects 
to two separate groups, which were then compared with regard 
to personality variacles. 
The experimental results showed that degree of 
awareness was 11:ot relat~d to level of conditioning. This 
r~sult ~s in ag~eement with the results reported by 
Sidowski1and Nuthman2• It appears that on tasks that do 
not necessitate the discovery and use of a specific lear-
ning principle, those who were aware of the reinforcement 
contingency did not learn more or better than those who we~e 
unaware of it. 
An interesting additional result of the study, 
which was not predicted, was that although the aware sub-
jects did not differ from those who were unaware in degree 
of.learning~ they did differ in overall response level. 
Those who were aware gave a larger number of aggressive res-
ponses than those. who were( unaware. One explanation of this 
finding could be that the more anxious and insecure people 
were more fearful and reluctant to express hostility in the 
1J". B. Sidowski. Influence of awareness of rein·--
fo:rcetnent· ·on verbal conditioning. J. exp. Ps:ychol. , 1954, 
48, 355-360. 
2 Anne M. Nuth:man. Conditioning of a response class on·· 
a personality test. J". abnorm. soc. Psychol., 195~, 54, 19-23. 
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presence of an authority figure than those who were rela-
tively non anxious and who felt at ease in the situation. 
An interesting counterpart to this finding is the result of 
the stu~ by Binder, McConnell and Sjoholm~ who found that 
when mildly hostile responses were conditioned, a higher 
degree of conditioning was achie~ed when the reinforcing 
agent was a permissive female experimenter than when it was 
an authoritative male experimenter. 
The hypothesis about the relation between response 
time and awareness was not supported by the experimental 
results. The original assumption was that since anxiety is 
inversely related to response time and since awareness is 
related to anxiety, awareness would also be related to 
response time. It seems, howe~er, that there are ~nymore 
variables which determine response time and that therefore 
the prediction was not supported by the results. Dunn, Elias, 
and Siipola4 showed, in a recent study, that reaction time 
was related to impulsivity, introversion, and individual 
values. These and other variables that might be related to 
response time were not controlled in this study and might 
have contributed to the inconclusi~e results in this case. 
3A. Binder, D. M. McConnell & N. A. Sjnholm. Verbal 
conditioning as a function of e:x:periment·er characteristics. 
J". abnorm. soc .. Psychol., 195?, .§_£, 309-514. 
4s. Dunn, J". Elias & E. Siipola. Effect of impulsi-
vity, introversion and individual ~alues up·on a·ssoeiation 
under free conditions. J". ~·~ 1958, 21, 6l-7o. 
In the present study 41 per cent of the subjects 
became aware of the reinforc~ent contingency. This result 
is not consistent with that of other studies and needs 
further clarification. Krasner; in his review of studies 
of verbal conditioning, reported that only 4 per cent of 
the combined subjects in the twenty four studies that he 
had reviewed, became aware, by the definition of each 
experimenter. 
It seems quite :possible that the nature o.f the con-
ditioned response itself contributed to the high :per cent 
of awareness. One might say that the :positive reinforcement, 
in this case, created a conflict, since verbalizations that 
were previously avoided were now encouraged, and that one 
of the results of this conflict was increased awareness. The 
awareness of the conditioned behavior itself was re:porte.d 
in 92 per cent of-the cases. This is unusual in itself, 
since in most of the studies, people were unable to specify 
what their most frequent responses had been. This awareness 
was a somewha~ unpleasant experience for most subjects. 
Characteristic responses to question 4 of the Awareness 
~uestionnaire were: 
I said a lot of words like war, hate, mutilate. 
I don't know why I said these words, they just seem to 
come to my mind. I am really against violence, I said 
too many of them. 
5L. Krasner. Studies of the conditioning of verbal 
behavior. Psychol. Bull., 1958, 55, 148-170. 
6B 
I said many violent words like wart murder • deatruc-
tiont because the words yon said were like this. ! 
don't like violence, there is too much of it in the 
world already. 
Both of these examples demonstrate the conflictual 
aspect of the conditioning and the painful awareness of 
saying things that one feels strongly against. 
This phenomenon of increased awareness in situations 
of conflict is relevant also to psychotherapy-. Patients 
often talk about their personal experiences without necessa-
rily becoming more aware of the feelings associated with 
them. What therapists call awareness or -insight refers usu-
ally to a situation in which feelings, that had been avoided 
or repressed for a long time, are for the first time _pain-
fully a cknow le,dge tt. 
It could be that the degree of awareness is related 
to the acceptability of the le~rned response to the indivi-
dual, and that awareness increases when the learned behavior 
has a strong aversive meaning. 
One could study this problem by comparing the propor-
tion of aware subjects in two groups. In one group an aver-
sive verbal response could be reinforced and in the other 
group the reinforced response could have either neutral or 
positive cultural connotations. 
The results of this study contribute to the under-
standing of verbal learning in the case in which the learned 
behavior has negative cultural connotations. The findings 
also helped to clarify the concept of learning with or 
without awareness and its rela tionehip to personality and 
performance variables. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMJi!ARY 
This study dealt with two main ~robl~s; the effect 
of positive reinforcement on verbal behavior with negative 
cultural connotati0ns, and the relation between awareness 
of the reinforcement contingency and certain personality 
and performance variables. 
In previous studies of verbal conditioning the focus 
of interest was on changes in verbal behavior with neutral 
or positive cultu:ral connotatio.ns. It was shown that the 
frequency of verbal behavior of this kind could be changed 
by selective reinforcement with variuus reinforcers. In most 
of these studies the changes that occurred were not accom-
panied by awareness of the process of conditioning, or the 
reinforcement contingency. When awareness was present it was 
considered as an invalidating factor and the results of those 
who became aware were eliminated from the final analysis of 
the data. The proportion of those who became aware was very 
small and approximated 4 per cent of the combined subjects 
in all these. studies. 
The study of v-erb9.l.behavior that has negative cultu-
ral connotations and which is usually avoided, was of :par-
ticular interest because of its relevancy to the therapy 
situation, in which the therapist tries to induce the patient 
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to talk about anxiety arousing matertal which he usually 
avoids. It was hypothesized that the positive reinforcement 
of verbal behavior with negative cultural connotations would 
increase the frequency of occurrence of this behavior. 
Awareness of the reinforcement contingency was con-
ceived of, in this study, as one aspect of social or inter-
personal perception. It was assumed that the positive rein-
forcement of verbal behavior with negative cultural conno-
tations, which had been aversively conditioned in the past, 
would create a state of conflict to which people would react 
differentially. People for whom interpersonal situations bad 
been associated with pleasant and rewarding past experiences 
. 
would tend to get more involved in the interpersonal situ-
ation and would therefore become more perceptive or aware of 
the interpersonal reinforcer and its contingency on the ver-
bal behavior.People for whom interpersonal situations bad 
been associated with unpleasant traumatic past experiences, 
which had caused pervasive anxiety, would tend to withdraw 
from the situation which would result in decreased percep-
tiveness or awareness of the reinforcement contingency. 
This led to the hypotheses that awareness would be related 
to personality differences in level of anxiety and in in-
terpersonal skill. People who are aware of the reinforcement 
contingency would be less anxious and p~ess a higher level 
of interpersonal skill than people who a~e unaware of it. 
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Several studies indicated that awareness was not re-
lated to level of conditioning. on tasks which did not ne-
cessitate the discovery and use of a specific learning 
principle, those who were aware of the reinforcement con-
tingency did -~ot seem to learn better or ~ore than those 
who were unaware of it. It was therefore hypothesized 
that degree of awareness would not be related to level of 
conditioniLng. 
It had been shown, in several studies, th:at in the 
learning of complex behavior; level of anxiety was inver-
sely related to length of response time. Since it was hy-
pothesized earlier that awareness would be related to 
level of anxiety, and since anxiety is related to response 
time, it was hypothesized that awareness would also be re-
lated to response time. People who are aware of the rein-
forcement contingency would have shorter response times 
than people who are unaware of it. 
These theoretical formulations led to the following 
five hypotheses. The first hypothesis deals with the 
effect of positive reinforcement on verbal behavior with 
negative cultural connotations, and the remaining hypo-
theses deal with the relation between awareness of the 
reinforcement contingency and certain personality and per-
formance variables. The hypotheses are stated as follows: 
Hypotheses 
I 
1. The frequency of verbal behavior that has nega-
tive cultural connotations increases when the 
behavior receives positive reinforcement. 
2. The degree of awareness of the reinforcement con-
tingency is inverselY related to level of 
anxiety. 
s. The degree of awareness of the reinforcement con-
tingency is directly related tm · measures of 
interpersonal skill. 
4. The increase in frequency of verbal behavior 
that has negative cultural oonne>tations is not 
related to awareness of the reinforcement con-
tingency. 
5. The degree of awareness of the reinforcement con-
tingency is inversely related to length of 
response time. 
For the purpose of this study, verbal behavior with 
negative cultural connotations was operationally defined 
as verbal responses connoting aggression. Reinforcement was 
operationallY defined as ttattentiom11 , and the verbal sti-
mulus tt:sm Mm" was used to indicate it. Awareness was de-
" . 
fined as the verbalization of the contingency of the rein-
forcement on verbal responses connoting aggression. Anxiety 
was defined .. as scores on the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale 
( TMAS). Measures of interpersonal skill were defined as 
scores on five scales of the California Psychological 
Inventory (CPI): Social P~esence, Self Acceptance; Capacity 
for Status, Dominance, and Sociability. 
TWo different procedures were employed to test the 
hypotheses. To test the first hypothesis, an experimental 
group consisting of thirty nine subjects and a control 
group consisting of twenty subjects were used. They were 
given a word association test which consisted of fifty 
aggressive and fifty neutral words arranged randotnibt.'.r in. 
groups of ten words to constitute ten trials. The subjects 
were asked to say three words in res.:ponse to each stilllulua 
word that the experin:tenter said •. Frozn the third trial oZt, 
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the experintenta_l group was reinforc.ed with the verbal sti-
muJ.us -11Hm Min" whenever they gave an aggressive response to 
any of the stimulus words. The control group did not receive 
this reinforcement. All the responses were recorded and 
timed. The experimental and control groups were then com-
pared with regard to increase of frequency of aggres;sive res-
ponses on ten trials. The results of.an analysis of va-
riance of these data supported HYPothesis 1, which states 
that the frequency of verbal behavior that bas negative 
cultural connotations increases when the behavior receives 
positive reinforcement. 
To test the remaining four hypotheses only the data 
from the experimental gl"oup were used. The ex.perimental 
group was interviewed to ascertain the presence or absence 
of awareness of the reinforcement contingency. On basis of 
this imterview the experimental group was divided into two 
subgroups, the Tlaware" group consisting of sixteen subjects 
who were aware of the reinforcement contingency, and the 
"unaware" group consisting of twenty three subjects who were 
unaware of it. These two groups were given a personality 
questionnaire consisting of 209 "true-false" questions. 
Fifty of these_ questions were taken from the TMAS, and. the 
remaining items represented five scales of the CPI that 
measure interpersonal skill. 
To test the second h~othesis the aware and unaware 
groups were compared with regard to scores on the T.MAS. The 
difference between the scores of the two grou.:Ps_was subjec-
ted to the Xz test. The result supported Hypothesis 2, 
which states that the degree of awareness of the reinforce-
ment contingency is inversely related to level of anxiety. 
The third hYPothesis was tested by oom:raring the 
mean scores of the aware and nnaware groups on the five 
scales of the CPI. Five separate t tests were performed. 
The results. of the t test for the_. Social Presence and Self 
Acceptance scales supported Hypothesis 3, which states that 
the degree of awareness of the reinforcement contingency is 
directly related to measures of interpersonal skill. Group 
differences with respect to Dominance, Capacity for Status, 
. 
and .Sociability, were in the predicted direction, though 
they did not meet the .05 level criteria for the rejection 
of the null hypothesis. 
To test the fourth hYJ)othesis the aware and unaware 
groups were compared with re~rd to increase of frequency 
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of aggressive responses on ten trials to the word associa-
tion test. The results of an.analysis of ~riance did not 
allow the rejection of Hypothesis 4, which states that the 
increase in frequency of verbal behavior that bas negative 
cultural connotations is not related to awareness of the re-
inforcement contingency. The aware and unaware groups did 
not differ ·in level of conditioning, but they differed in 
overall response level. The aware group gave more aggressive 
responses throughout the ten trials than the unaware group. 
The fifth hypothesis was tested by comparing the 
aware and unaware groups with regard to response t:it.me, which 
consisted of the time that elapsed from the moment the sti-
mulus word was said to the time the third response was 
given. The significance of the difference between the res-
ponse time scores of the two groups was estimated with the .1(2 
test. The result did not support Hypothesis 5, which sta tea 
that the degree of awareness of the reinforcement contingen-
cy is inversely related to length of response time. It 
seemed probable that response time might be related to other 
personality variables and that the failure to control these 
variables contributed to the negative results in this case. 
one of the interesting results was that 41 per cent 
of the subjects in the experimental group were fully aware, 
by the definition of the experiment, and 92 per cent were 
aware that they bad given aggressive verbal responses more 
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frequently than any other class of responses. This wae a very 
high percentage as compared with the reported 4 per cent of 
aware subjects in the other studies. It seemed possible that 
the positive reinforcement of verbal behavior with negatiYe 
cultural connotations might have created a conflict which 
resulted in increased awareness, at least awareness of the 
conditioned behavior itself. 
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WORD ASSOCIATION TEST 
First column: ordinal numbers. 
. . -
Second column: connotation of words, a-aggressive, n-neutral. 
Third column: list of words. 
Fourth column: relative frequency· of word· use (' 1- first· · · · 
thousand etc.), according to the Thorndike and Lorge lists. 
Fifth column: grammatical form,· v~ verb, ·n.:. noun, vn- used 
both as verb and as noun, adj- adjective. 
A 1 a out 1vn 
2 a ang·ry 2 adj 
3 n quiet 2 Vn, adj 
4 n help l Vii 
-5 n paint 'l vn 
6 n remind ·3· v 
? a smash 6 vn 
8 n engage 2 'v 
9 a war 1 n· 
10 a hate 2 vn 
:s 11 a qua·rrel 2 vn 
12 n reserve ·2 vn 
13 n heat 1vn 
14 a kill lvn 
1·5 n describe 2 v 
16 n dull 3 adj 
1? a insult · 4 vn 
18 a mutilate 10 v 
19 a damage '3 vn 
20 n reorganize 10 v 
c 21 a destroy I v 
22 n control 1 vn 
23 n exist 2 v 
24 a threaten 2V 
25 n name 1 vn 
26 a blood l ri 
2? n memory 2 n 
28 n drive 1 v!l 
29 a abuse 4 vn 
30 a brutal ? adj 
l34 
D 31 n humo:r 3 vn 
32 a poison !3 vn 
!33 a explode ? 'V" 
!3•4 n tame 4 vn 
3·5 a tntli'der 2 v:n 
!36 a hu:rt 1 vn 
37 n :parent 2 n 
!38 n vote 1 vn 
39 n salute 4 vn 
40 a strang-le 10 v 
E 41 a hostile 4 adj 
42 n delay 4 vn 
4!3 n brave 2 vn 
4~ a shoot 1 v 
45 n give 2 v 
46 a hit 2 vn 
47 n lead 1 vn 
•48 a break l vn 
4:~ n impress 4 'V' 
50 a slaughter 5 vn. 
F ·51 a slash 6 vn 
·52 n regret 3 vn 
·53 n sketch 4 vn 
•5'4 a rage 5 vn 
55 n rosy 0 adj 
·5o n habit 2 n 
57 a b:eat 1 'V'n 
58 a harm. 2 vn 
5·9 n study l 'V'n 
60 a assault 4 vn 
G tn n :peaceful 4 adj 
'62 n s:peed 2 'V'n 
6!3 a wound 2 vn 
6'4 a battle 1 vn 
$5· n majority 2 n 
·66 n taste 1 vn 
e? a strike l vn 
68 a gun 2 n 
69 n couple 2 n 
?0 a s:pite 2 vn 
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R '71 n restrict 7 v 
'72 a injure 3 v 
'73 a torture 4 'Vi1 
?4 n :program !3 vn 
'75 n relate 3 "t 
'76 a fight l vn 
'77 n su_p];)ort l vn 
'78 a enemy 1 n 
'79 a sword 2 n 
80 n :professor 2 n 
I 81 a cruel 5 adj 
82 n :pardon 3 vn 
83 a tear 1 vn 
84 a attack 2 vn 
8·5 n :project 3 vn 
86 n s®er'b '7 adj 
87 n dissatis:fi ed 10 v 
88 a curse 3 v 
89 a des:pise :4, v 
90 n responsible 3 adj 
J 91 n .groom 5 vn 
92 a furious 4 adj 
93 n resign 4 v 
94 n trans:port ~ vn 
95 a betray 3 v 
96 ,~n .ppar:rtle ~ vn 
9'7 a crush 3 vn 
98 n reason l vn 
99 a violence 4 n 
100 a revenge 3 'V'n 
.UPE.NDIX J3 
AWARENESS QUESTIONNAIRE 
AWARENESS Q,Ul:i1STIONNA.IRE 
1. What do you think was the purpose of this experiment? 
2. Did yon usually give the first three words that came 
to your mind? If not, how did you decide which words 
to say? 
3. What words came to your mind which yon decided not to 
say? 
4. was there any particular kind of words that you said 
more often than others? If there was, what kind of 
words were they, and why do you think that you said 
them more often? 
5. Did you notice any change in the kind of words you 
said? If you did, when did this change occur afid 
Why? 
6. Did you notice anything that I did or said during 
the experiment? If the answer is yes, when did I 
do this and why? 
7. Did this behavior on my part have any effect on the 
kind· of words that you said? (Only if question 6 
is answered in the affirmative.) 
s. Row did you feel in general during the experiment, 
comfortable or uneasy, and why do you think that 
you felt that way? 
...... 
APPENDIX C 
PERSONALITY ~UESTIOENAIRE 
.. . -
,._.:,.,__;.:;·-........ __ ._._ __ __ 
Direct~ons: Read each of the following statements and decide how 
you feel about it, a.ntl then marl< your answer on the special. answer 
sheeto If you·agree wi'th a statement~~ or feel that it is true about 
you, answer TRUE.·If you ttisa.gree with a statement,·or feel 'that it 
is not true about you, answer FALSEo 
Lfa.rlc your answer by making a. (X) cross on the answer sheeto !Xalte 
sure that the number of the statement is the same as the number on 
the answer sheet~ Be aure to a.nsil'rer either TTIUE or FAJ .. SE ~or eTery 
statement, even if you have to guess a.t someo 
-------------------------------------------------
1. I enJoy social gatherings just to be with people. 
2. The only interesting pr-trt of the newspaper is the "funnieso tt 
3. I lookett up to my father as a.n ideal man. 
4. I do not tire quicklYo 
5. I am often sick to my stomach. 
6. A person neetts to "show"of'f a little now antt thene 
?. I am about a.s nervous as other people. 
a. Our thinkine would be a lot better off i~ we would just forget 
about wortts like "probably", "approximately", a.nd "perhaps". 
9. I get very ne1~ous if I think that someone is watching me. 
10. 1~'hen in a. group of people I usually do what the others want 
rather th~n make suggestions. 
11.1 have very few heattac~9Se 
l2o Some people exaggera.t~ their ~roubles in order to get sympatbye 
13. I work under a grea·~ deal of strain. 
14o I cannot keep my mind on one thing. 
15. I always follow the rule: business before pleasures 
16. I worry over money and business. 
17. I would like to be a journalist. 
18. I frequently notice my ~~na shakes when I try to do somethingg 
19o ~ daily life is full of things that keep me interested. 
20. In most ways the poor man is better off than the rich mano 
21. Clever, sarca,stic people make me feel very uncrom:forta.blee 
22o I gossip a little at times. 
23 0 I aoubt whether I would make a good leactero 
24. I blush as often as others@ 
25~ I have diarrllea once a month or more. 
26. I worry qui~e a bit over possible troubles. 
27 o I practically never blush. 
28 0 I tehti to be on my guard w1 th people who a.re somewhat more 
friendly th~n I tk~tt expected. 
29. It is hard for me to start a conversation with strangers. 
300 I sometimes pretentt to know more than I really do. 
31. As a child I used to be able to go to my parents with my problemso 
32. Women should not be allowed to drink in cocktail bars., 
33. I am often nfra.id that I am going to blusho 
34. i.'hen someone does me a wrong I feel. I should pay him ba.ck 1f I can~'~ 
just ~or the principle of the thing. 
35.., I ha.ve n:ghtmHres eve'J..'Y tew n:i.e;hts.~ 
36o i:JLY hands and :f'eet are 12SU2.lly w·u>tn enough., 
37. I sweat very easily even on cool ~nYso 
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384 \~'hen embarasset1 I often brenk out in a awen.t whieh is very annoyinelt 
39. I seem to be about ns oa.Im.ble ant! sm..<:J.rt as most others around me, 
40. I think I woult.t enjoy hnvine authorit.y over other people., 
41. I t!o not o'ften notice my heftrt pounttin8 ~nr1 I am seldom short 
of" brea. tho 
42. I find it h~rt.t to keep my rnintt on a task or job. 
43o I 'feel hunery almost all the tiMeo 
44. I Rm very seldoM troubleu by constipntion. 
45. Some of my fm'lily have quick temperso 
46. I hnve sometimes st~\Ytld n.wA.y frotn another llerson because I feared 
uoing or sn.yin0 some thine: th~~ t I mi~ht re0ret a.fterwaras. 
47. I get very tense a.nu anxious :when I think other peOl>le are 
aisapproving of me. 
48. I h'l.Ve a arertt tte:tl of' stortk'\Ch trouble. 
49. I like~ school. 
50. I think 1Aincoln wn.s e:rer-~.t.er ~'hf\n ·.:rashington. 
51. At times I lose sle~p over worry. 
52. A windstorm terrifies me. 
53. I ~m embarrassed by dirty stories. 
54. :.,ry sleep is restless a.ntt disturbett .. 
55. I would disapprove of zmyone's ttrinkinc to the point of' intoxication 
at R :party. 
56o I often ttream about things I don't like to ~ell other people. 
57o I used to keep a diary. 
sa. It is very hAra for me to tell anyone about myself. 
59. I often fe~l as if ~he worlct was just passit1g me by. 
60. When I get bored I like to fltir Ull some excitement. 
61. I o.m :-tfraid of uee1) wa.tero 
62. TherG have betn times when I have been very angry. 
63. I usually feel nervous antt ill nt ease at a formal dance or partyo 
64. I have at one time or another in my life tried my hanu at writing 
poetry. 
65. :.Iost of the areuments or quarrels I get into are over matters of 
prinoipleo 
66. I ~m easily embarrassed. 
61. 1~ feelings are hurt easier th~n most people. 
68. 2eople often expect too much of me. 
69 0 I woulu tto almost anything on a d.a.re. 
70. ~ith things going as they are, it's pretty hard to keep up hope 
of amounting to something. 
71. I take a rather serious attitude tovrctrd ethical ana moral issues. 
72. I would like the job of a :foreign correspondent :for a newspaper. 
73. People toct~y have forgo~ten how to feel properly ashamed of themselve 
?4. I must ndmit that I often do as little work as I can get by withe 
?5 0 I like to be a center of attention. 
76e I like to listen to symphony orchestra concerts on the rad!oo 
7'1. I often find. myself worrying about aomethineo 
78 0 I would like to see a bullfight in Spain. 
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•• I can be friendly with people who tto ~hinge which I coasider wrong. 
>. I h:1.ve no ttreatt of going in'to a room by myself" v1here other peol>le 
have already g~therett ~ntl Rre talking. 
l. When in a sroup of' people I ha.ve trouble thinlcing of the right 
things to talk abou't. 
~. I wish I coultt be as happy as others. 
~. I am usually CRlm nntt not easily upse~. 
~. I set n high standard for myself an~ I feel others should do the samee 
>. School teachers complain a lo't about their p~y, but it seems to me 
that they get as much as they deserve. 
>. I cry easily. 
1. I feel R.mtious about something or someone almost all of the time. 
~. I cton 't blame ~.tnyone for trying to grn.b all he can in this worlc:t. 
~. I believe we are made better by the trials ant! hardships o:f lifeo 
)• I was a slow learner in school. 
L. I think I am s'tricter about righ't nntt wrong 'than ~ost people. 
~. I ~m likely not to speak to people until they speak to mee 
s. I do not dread seeing a doctor about sickness or injury. 
t. I am hapl>Y most of the time. 
:>. It tn.kes r-~ lot of araument to convince most peOI>le of the truth. 
s. It ~~kes me uncomfortable to put on a stunt at a party even when 
others are ~oing the snme sort of thing. 
7. I wish I were not bothered by thoughts abou't sex. 
~. I seldom or never have ttizzy spells. 
~. It makes me nervous ~o have to wait. 
oo. At times I am so restless that I cannot sit in a chair ~or very long~ 
01. I have a ten~enoy to give up easily when I meet ttif:ficult problems. 
02. I woul~ like to wear expensive clothes. 
03. Sometimes I become so excited th~t I find it hard to ao to sleep. 
04. I believe women shoul~ ~~ve as much sexual freedom ns men. 
05. Criticism or sooltting mk~kes me very uncomtortableo 
06. I reBd at least ten books a year. 
O?. I ~~ve often felt th~t I faced so many dif~ioulties I ooulu not 
overcome them. 
oa. I like tall women. 
09 0 I hardly ever get excite~ or thrilled. 
10 0 I would like to hear a great singer in an opera. 
11. Every citizen should take the time to find out nbout national 
affairs, even if it means giving up some personal pleasures. 
12. At times I h~ve been worrie~ beyond re~son about something that 
really ctid not matter. 
13. I like parties and sociRlso 
14o I should like to belong ~o several clubs or lottseso 
150 I o~ten net on the spur of the moment without stopping to thinko 
160 I never mnke judgements about people until I am sure of the fac'ts. l?o I do not have as wtny fears as my friends. 
180 I am certainly lacking in self•confidenoe. 
l9o "ben I work on a committee I like to take charge of ~hingso 
20e tw parents have genernlly let me make my own decisioneo 
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~1. I woulti rr-tther go without something than nsk for a favour. 
~2. I often d.o whatever tn:lkes me 'feel cheerful here antt now. even 
nt the cost of some distant goal. 
~3. I have been afraia of things or I>eople that I know could nut hurt rne. 
~4. I usually tton't like to talk much unless I am with people I know 
very well. 
~5. I am inclined to take things h~r~. 
~6. I am quite often not in on the gossip and talk of the group I belong to 
~7. Only ~ fool would. ever vote to increase his own ~eso 
!8. \'/hen I meet a stranger I often think that he is better than I am. 
!9. Once in a while I laugh ~t a dirty joke. 
>O. Before I do something I try to consider how mw frien~s will react to it 
Sl. In a. group of people I would not be emba.rra.ssec.t to be called upon to 
~tart a d.iscusuion or give nn opinion about something I know well. 
S2o I hA.ve no patience with people who believe there is only one true 
religion. 
~3. If eiven the chance I would ~tke a good leader of people. 
~4. Sometimes at elections I vote for men about whom I know very little. 
S5o I like to eo to parties and other affairs where there is lots of 
loud fun. 
~6. I certainly ~eel useless at times. 
~7. I very much like huntine. 
58. I fintt 1 t hr"'t.rd to keep my t!lintt on a tnsk or j obct 
39. I 'have :frequently found myself, when alone, pondering such nbstraot 
problems ~s freewill, evil, etco 
40. At times I rutve worn myself out by undertaking too much. 
41. I love to go to dances. 
42o I feel uneasy indoors. 
43. I usually expect to succeed in things I ttoo 
44. ?eople pretemd to c:tre more nbout one another th.."\n they really do. 
45 0 I am more self oonscious t~~n most people. 
46. Host people worry too much nbout sex. 
47 • It is hn.rd for me to find anything to tn.lk n.bout vthen I meet a new 
person. 
48e I like to read ~bout historyo 
49. I much prefer symmetry to asymmetryo 
50 0 I would rather be a steady and ttependable worker than R brilliant 
but unst~tble one. 
5lo I am apt to show off in some \vay if I get the o~~nce. 
52 0 I am the kind of person who taltes..,things h~irdo 
.53. I am a very nervous penon • 
. 54o A person does not need to worry about other people if only he looks 
".f'ter himself • 
. 55. I eRn honestly say th..~t I ao not really mintt paying my taxes because 
I feel t~.t's one of the things I can tto for W~\t I get from ~he 
community • 
. 56 0 The :future is too uncertain for a. ~)erson to make serious plans • 
. 57. I arn a good mixer • 
. 58. liost of' the time I 'feel happyo 
.59. tlhen a ~.n is with a wo~~n he is usually thinking about things 
relateti to sexo 
.60 0 I like lR.rge, noisy partie so 
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61. When prices are high you can't blame a person f'or getting nll he 
c~n while the getting is good. 
62~ In school I found it very hard to talk before the class • 
. 63. Life is of"ten a strain for me • 
. 64. At times I think I am no good at all • 
. 65. I usually feel that li~e is worthwhile • 
. 66. I am a better talker than listener • 
. 67. I like science. 
68. I am not at all confittent of myself. 
69. I am bothered by people outsi~es on streetcars, in stores etc., 
watching me. 
70. Sometimes I rather· enjoy going agH.inst the rules and doing things 
I'm not supposed to • 
. '71. I have no fenr of vm ter • 
. '72. I enjoy many different kinus of l,lay antt recreation • 
. 73. A large number of people are guilty of bad sexual oon:~uct • 
. 74. I like to read about science • 
. 75. It is bAr~ for me to act natural when I am with new people • 
. 76. I refuse to play some g~mes becnuse I am not good in theme 
.77. I think I would like to belong to a sinaing club • 
. 7Ae I think I woul~ like to belong to a motorcycle club • 
. 79. I would be willing ~o 6ive money myself in order to right a wrong, 
even though I was not mixed up in it in the ~irst place • 
. BOo I would like to be an actor on the stage or in the movies • 
. 81. ?olice cars should be especially m~rked so that you cnn always see 
them coming. 
~82o We should cut down on our use of oile if necessary, so that there 
will be plenty left for the people fi~ty or hundredJ years from nowo 
~83. When the community makes n uecision, it is up to a person to help 
carry out the plan even if he h~d been against ito 
L84e I would rather h.~ve people uislike me than look down on me. 
L85e I must {',drnit I try to see what others think before I take a stand. 
LAG. ?eople should not have to pay taxes for the schools if they do not 
h.o:t.ve children. 
L87e I don't like to face a difficulty or make nn important uecision$ 
L88. I a group~ I usually take the res1,onsibili ty for getting people 
introduced. 
L89e I would be willing to describe myself' as a pretty '~strongrt personal1 ty. 
L90o I am very confident of' myself. 
L9lo There are times when I act like a coward. 
L92o I must Rttmit I am n pretty fair talker. 
L93o I h~ve strong pol~tical opinions. 
L94 6 I thin~ I am usually a leader in my group. 
L95 0 I seem to do things· th~1.t I regret more often than other people ttoo 
L96o nisobedience to any governmen~ is never justifie~o 
L97o I enjoy planning things, an~ deciding what each person should doo 
L98o I woultt rather not have very much responsibility for other people. 
L99o I usually ~o:t.ve to stop and think before I aot even in trifling matters4 
200. It is pretty easy for people to win arguments with me. 
201. 
202. 
203. 
204. 
205. 
206o 
20?. 
208o 
209. 
I have not lived the right kind o~ li~e. 
I have a natural talent for 1n~luencing peopleo 
I like to give orders and get things movingo 
I am embarrassed with people I do not know well. 
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The one to whom I was most attnohe~ and whom I most admired as a 
child was a woman (mother, sister, aunt, or other woman). 
I'm not the type to be a politic~l lender. 
People seem naturally to turn to me when decisions have to be matte. 
I dislike to have to tH.lk in front of a eroup of people. 
I ~~ve more trouble concentrating than .others seem to have. 
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This study deals·with two main problems: the 
effect of positive reinforcement on verbal behavior with 
negative cttl tural connotations, and the relationshi);) of 
awareness of the reinforcement contingency to personality 
and performance variables. 
The specific hypotheses tested in this study are: 
1. The frequency of verbal behavior that has ne-
gative cultural connotations increase~ when 
the behavior receives positive reinforcement. 
2. The degree of awareness of the reinforcement 
contingency is inversely related to level of 
anxiety. 
3. The degree of awareness of the reinforoement 
contingency is directly related to measures 
of interpersonal skill. 
4. The increase in- frequency of verbal behavior 
that has negative cultural connotations is 
not related to awareness of the reinforce-
ment contingency. 
5. The degree of awareness of the reinforo~ent 
contingency is inversely related to length 
of response time. 
Verbal behavior with negative cultural conno-
tations was operationally defined as verbal responses 
· connoting aggression. The verbal stimulus "Em Mm." was 
used as reinforcer. Awareness was defined as the verba-
lization of the contingency of the reinforcement on verbaX 
responses connoting aggression. Anxiety was defined as 
scores on the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale {TMAS). 
Measures of interpersonal skill were defined as scores on 
five ~cales of the California. Psychological Inventory(CPI) ~ 
Social Presence, Self Acceptance, Drnninance, Capacity for 
status, and Sociability. 
To test the first hypothesis, an experimental group 
consisting of thirty nine subjects and a control group 
consisting of twenty subjects were given a word associa-
tion test, consisting_.of fifty aggressive and fifty neut-
ral words. The subjects were asked to say three words in 
response to each st~ulus word.From the twenty first 
stimulus word on, the subjects in the experimental group 
received reinforcement whenever they gave an aggressive 
response. The control group did not receive· this rein-
forcement. The responses were recorded and timed. Response 
ti:me consisted of the time the subjects required to give 
three response words to each stimulus word. The two 
groups were then compared with regard to increase in fre-
quency of aggressive responses. 
To test the remaining four hypotheses, the expe-
rimental group was interviewed to ascertain the presence 
or absence of awareness of the reinforcement contingency. 
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The g:r:oup was dhrided accordingly into two grou,ps, the 
aware group consisting of sixteen subjects and the unaware 
group consisting of twenty three subjects. These two sub-
groups were given a questionnaire containing ite~s fro~ the 
TMlS and the five scales of the CPI. The groups were then 
compared with regard to scores on this test measuring level 
of anxiety and interpersonal skill. They were also compared 
with regard to level of conditioning, as measured by the 
increase of aggressive responses to the word association 
test, and with respect to response time,. seo:tes. 
The experimental findings supported the first hy-
pothesis and indicated that the frequency of occurrence of 
verbal behavior with negative cultural connotations in-
creased when the behavior was reinforced. 
With regard to the hypotheses dealing with aware-
ness, the results supported the second and third hy,Pothe-
sis and showed that degree of awareness was inversely re-
lat-ed to level of 'anxiety,and directly related to measures 
of interpersonal skill. High degree of awareness was. asso-
ciated with low level of anxiety and vice versa. High de-
gree of awareness was also associated with high J..evel of 
social presence and self acceptance and vice versa. The 
experimental findings concerning the relation of aware-
ness to personality variables such as dominance, capacity 
for status, and sociability, were in the predicted direciim 
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but the statisticat analysis of the results did not demon-
strate ~o~ulation differences. 
The results also sup~orted the fourth hypothesis 
and indicated that degree of awareness was not related to 
level of conditioning, it was,however, related to over-
all response level. 
The hypothes.tzed relationshi~ between degree of 
awareness and length of response time was not su~ported 
by the experimental results. 
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